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The Indie Author

Hello ALLi  
Members!
Welcome to the July 2022 edition of The Indie 
Author, your member magazine!

In the last issue we were celebrating 10 years 
of ALLi and indie publishing—a time of elec-
trifying growth that transformed the world of 
publishing. This issue, we’re all about the future. 

Crucially, authors across all genres and walks 
of publishing are now keen to learn about 
self-publishing, so we’ve created a channel for 
other author organizations to seek advice from 
us on behalf of their members. Read about it 
on page 23 and meet the first organizations 
who’ve signed up (page 24). 

Despite the immense progress, we are worried 
that some corners of the book world are 
still difficult for indies to access–for instance, 
awards and grants. We need to understand 
these barriers and develop workable solutions, 
so we’ve appointed a new ambassador for our 
Open Up To Indie Authors campaign—Melissa 
Addey. Melissa has decades of experience in 
business and entrepreneurship and also brings 
a solid publishing reputation—she’s released 
more than 10 well-received historical novels 
and held a writer-in-residence post at the 
British Library. Each issue, she’ll be updating us 
with a column. You can learn about her role on 
page 8, meet her on page 10 and read her first 
bulletin on page 13.  

Here’s a significant problem we’ve identified– 
indies’ achievements don’t show up in surveys 
of book sales. A large part of indies’ activity in 
the publishing economy is invisible. Another 
of Melissa’s projects will be to set up a rolling 
annual survey of ALLi members to fill this data 
gap. We’re aiming for 5,000 authors, but the 
more the better. With 10,000 authors each year, 
or 20,000, we can really show what we’re made 
of. We hope you’ll want to take part—read 
more on page 22. 

As indie authors grow in expertise and influ-
ence, the creator economy is bigger and more 
vibrant than we could have imagined. On 

page 26, we explore where indie authors might 
exploit their creations in the next 10 years. 

Meanwhile, ALLi members are receiving 
critical plaudits around the globe—see our 
member news roundup on page 6. And if 
you’re publishing a book before the end of 
August, check if you’re eligible for the Kindle 
Storyteller Award, which is seeking entries 
right now. Several past winners have been ALLi 
members—see page 40. 

As we go to press, we’re thrilled to see an ALLi 
member on the shortlist of Australia’s most 
prestigious literary prize. Michael Winkler’s 
‘exploded non-fiction novel’ Grimmish has 
been shortlisted for the Miles Franklin Award, 
the first self-published entry to make the list in 
the prize’s 65-year history.

Now that authors can exploit their creations 
for their entire lives, there’s a further step to 
consider—who takes the helm after you die? 
What do your heirs need to understand about 
author businesses? What are the ways you 
might inadvertently lock them out of your 
assets? Read our guide to estate planning 
(page 42) so your work can live on and prosper. 

We also have advice on another tiny but 
necessary aspect of publishing—creating a 
copyright page (see page 47).   

Alongside this you’ll find our regular round-up 
of the most important indie author news 
and highlights from our podcasts and blog. 
Once again, please consider taking part in 
our survey. With our numbers worldwide, ALLi 
represents an increasing proportion of the 
work that enters the publishing ecosystem 
and reaches readers. If we can demonstrate 
that, we demonstrate how wide our influence 
is—and open new doors for us all.  

Til next time, happy writing and publishing.

Orna
Orna Ross, ALLi director
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The Indie Author

Each week on the ALLi blog, our news-
hound Dan Holloway brings us the latest 
trends and stories of interest to indie 
authors. Here’s his roundup of the most 
significant stories over the past quarter

As so often, the news this quarter seems 
dominated by audiobooks. But this time the 
focus is different. So is the scale. This is the 
10th year of double-digit sales growth. A 25% 
increase in 2021 saw the market grow to $1.6bn 
in the US. It’s no longer a small niche.

But what’s really interesting is what’s happen-
ing outside of Amazon’s platform Audible. As 
we’ll see, this period has been characterised 
by an interesting shift away from Amazon—in 
particular, from Amazon gatekeeping.

One of the ways Amazon has dictated terms 
to creators has been by strictly enforcing the 
rules on what you can and can’t publish. With 
audiobooks, Audible has thus far refused to 
allow AI-generated narration. As this becomes 
an increasingly affordable and effective 
option, that ruling has kept many of us out of 
the seeming biggest market in the growing 
audio sector. And, of course, it’s kept us looking 
for voice actors through ACX and having to 
negotiate terms that don’t work for anyone.

In recent months, two platforms have made 
moves that Audible needs to take notice of. 
First, Google Play Books has been reported as 
increasing its AI narration offering, a feature 
that has been in beta for a while. 

And there’s Spotify, which has made audio-
books its flagship program (more on that later.) 

Spotify has just acquired Sonantic. Sonantic 
is a company that does AI-generated text 
to voice production. That, of course, opens a 
whole landscape of possibilities for Spotify’s 
expansion in the audiobook market. 

It also comes as Spotify’s CEO, Daniel Ek, 
announced major plans for audiobooks. The 
biggest part of his announcement was a new 
audiobook store. And it’s a move away from 
the subscription model, which has not only 
been adopted by other audiobook platforms, 
but which we associate with Spotify’s music 
service. The new store will work on an a-la-
carte basis, allowing listeners to purchase 
one-off titles. The business model isn’t yet 
clear. But it will be a change of direction, which 
is fascinating.

Audible is not the only Amazon platform to be 
losing some of its edge. Kindles will now sup-
port EPUB files. They will also, interestingly, stop 
supporting MOBI files. EPUB is, of course, the 
general standard for e-books. It is the format 
that W3C works on, which ensures it will always 
be compatible with web browsers. That means 
people turn to EPUB because they know they’ll 
be able to read it in lots of different places for 
the foreseeable future. And now one of those 
places will be on their Kindle devices. 

One of the reasons for this move may be the 
European Union’s new Digital Services Act. This 
places interoperability at the heart of the tech 
industry. In short, it means that if you buy a 
digital product, it should work anywhere. That 
means all e-readers should in theory support 
all e-books. The aim is to stop large tech 
companies using their size to lock customers 
into their devices with proprietary file types. 
But no one seems to have thought about 
whether making Amazon stock other e-book 
formats might concentrate their power even 
further, to the detriment of other platforms.

Dan Holloway writes poetry, non-fiction,  thrillers 
and literary fiction. Find out more at rogueinter-
robang.com and tweet him at @agnieszkasshoes 

Latest 
self-publishing  
news
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Celebrating your achievements this 
quarter and every quarter

AWARDS
Jessica Bell’s novel How Icasia Bloom Touched 
Happiness has been placed in three awards, 
and won a Bronze Foreword INDIES Award for 
science fiction.

Jennifer Collins is an American Book Fest 
Finalist with her cross-genre novel Comfort in 
the Wings.   

Kate Darroch has been awarded an IPPY 
Bronze Medal for her cozy mystery comedy 
thriller Death in Paris. 

Beth Gibbs has won a Next Generation Indie 
Book Award for her motivational title Enlighten 
Up! Finding Clarity, Contentment and Resilience 
in a Complicated World. 

CG Harris’s urban fantasy novel The Nine 
(co-written with another author) is one of 10 
finalists in the Book Blogger Novel of the Year 
Award.

Gene Helfman has won the National Indie 
Excellence Award for Animal Fiction with 
Beyond the Human Realm.   

Anita E Keire has achieved second place in 
the National League of American Pen Women 
non-fiction award for her Christian title Walking 
on Water: Skeptics and Believers Discuss Wheth-
er Jesus Matters. 

Chloe Kemp is a finalist in the New Age Non-
fiction 2022 International Book Awards for her 
spiritual memoir Wisdom Keeper: My Extraordi-
nary Journey to Unlock the Sacred Within. 

Cheryl King has won the Eric Hoffer Awards 
First Horizon Award YA category, and was 
shortlisted for the Grand Prize with her YA 
historical novel Sitting on Top of the World.  

Kathrin King Segal’s suspense novel Bowl 
of Night  has won first place in the BookFest 
Awards 2022 and is a finalist in the Next Gener-
ation Indie Book Awards 2022.

Stephanie Krol has two distinctions for her 
petcare title What the Pet Food Industry Is Not 
Telling You: Developing Good Practices for a 
Healthier Dog. It was a distinguished favorite in 
the animals section of the 2022 Independent 
Press Award and a silver medal in the Inde-
pendent Book Publishers Association Benjamin 
Franklin Award.

Catherine Kullmann  has received a Gold 
Medal Historical Romance Coffee Pot Book 
Club Book of the Year Award 2021 for A Com-
fortable Alliance. 

Richard Leighton has received an NYC Big 
Book Award for his military novel Reflections of 
a Hessian. 

Emma Lombard’s historical romance 
Discerning Grace (The White Sails Series Book 
1) is a finalist in the 2021 Chatelaine Award for 
Historical Romance, Chanticleer International 
Book Award.

Poornima Manco has earned a bronze in the 
Wishing Shelf Awards with her women’s fiction 
title A Quiet Dissonance. 

Holly Mangin has received a gold medal in 
the Wishing Shelf Awards for her romantic 
mystery The House on the Lake. 

Claire Marti is a finalist in the 2021 RONE 
Awards with her steamy contemporary 
romance The Wonder of You.   

VEH Masters is a runner-up in the Barbara 
Hammond Trophy for her historical novel The 
Castilians. 

JP McLean has earned an honorable mention 
in the Wishing Shelf Book Award with her 
paranormal thriller Blood Mark.   

ALLi member news 
July 2022

The Indie Author
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If you’d like to tell us about a 
recent triumph, submit your 
news here  
SelfPublishingAdvice.org/
Achievements
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Alice McVeigh has two titles in the finals of 
the International Book Awards: her historical 
novel Harriet: A Jane Austen Variation and her 
visionary novel Last Star Standing, using the 
pen name Spaulding Taylor. 

Joan Merriam has received an Eric Hoffer 
Award in the fiction e-book category for her 
mystery novel A Cruel Oblivion. 

Roz Morris is a finalist with an honorable 
mention in the 2022 Eric Hoffer Awards Grand 
Prize, for her contemporary literary novel Ever 
Rest.

Amy Nordhues is a finalist in the Next Gen-
eration Indie Book Awards for inspirational 
non-fiction with her memoir Prayed Upon: 
Breaking Free from Therapist Abuse.  

Sheri Peppers has won second place in the 
Bookfest Awards for her Historical romance 
Beloved Woman: A Historical Fiction. 

JC Perry’s children’s picture book The Best 
Nest: A Tale of Roosting Rivalry has been short-
listed in the 2022 Selfies Book Awards.

Marie Powell is runner-up in the City of 
Regina Writing Awards for her YA paranormal 
thriller C-U.   

Cheyenne Richards has won the Indie Read-
ers Discovery Award for historical fiction with 
The Prisoner’s Apprentice. 

Molly Salans has won first place in the 
Bookfest Award for best historical, thriller and 
suspense fiction with A Break in the Fog. 

Anna Sayburn Lane’s mystery thriller Folly 
Ditch is still in progress, but was longlisted for 
the Stockholm Writers Festival’s First Five Pages 
Prize.

Kathleen Shoop  has won the romance cate-
gory in the Next Generation Indie Book Awards 
for her Christmas novel, Cinder Bella.

Karmen Špiljak has won the 2022 IndieReader 
Discovery Award for short stories with Add 
Cyanide to Taste: A collection Of Dark Tales With 
Culinary Twists. 

Barbara Wade Rose has had awards for two 
of her children’s MG titles. Marabel Or The 
Great Exception has been shortlisted for the 
Independent Spirit Award in Canada. And The 
Priest, The Witch & The Poltergeist was a quar-
ter-finalist in the Screencraft Cinematic Book 
Competition.  

Ivan Wainewright has won the adult fiction 
category of the 2022 Selfies Book Awards 
for his speculative novel The Other Times of 
Caroline Tangent.

Michael Winkler’s Grimmish has been short-
listed for the Miles Franklin Award, Australia’s 
most prestigious literary prize. Michael de-
scribes Grimmish as ‘an exploded non-fiction 
novel’.

OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS
Stephen Bentley was interviewed on BBC 
Radio 4 for the series Life Changing, after he 
published his true crime memoir Undercover: 
Operation Julie—The Inside Story about his 
years as an undercover police officer in the 
UKs biggest drug bust. 

The Indie Author

http://SelfPublishingAdvice.org/Achievements
http://SelfPublishingAdvice.org/Achievements
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The Indie Author
How ALLi’s newest team member is 
already making waves in her new role as 
ALLi’s dedicated Campaigns Manager

ALLi works to ensure both the very highest 
standards within indie publishing and the 
greatest opportunities for indie authors. Part of 
this work is done through specific campaigns 
in areas where practical change is needed, 
which include Open Up to Indie Authors, 
Self-Publishing for All, Self-Publishing 3.0 and 
Ethical Self-Publishing. 

Melissa will be looking at each of these in turn 
to ensure they are up to date and have clear 

strategies, then regularly cycling through them 
to keep them focused and delivering changes.

Open Up to Indie Authors encourages 
organizations across the publishing industry, 
from awards to book retailers, to not exclude 
self-published authors. As just one example, if 
major literary awards like the Pulitzer and the 
British Book Awards now accept entries from 
self-published authors, other awards should do 
the same. This campaign was Melissa's first task 
and she been updating the campaign docu-
ments and creating a strategy to encourage 
the publishing industry as a whole to accept 
and welcome indie authors, and to take better 

ALLi’s newest face:  
Melissa Addey,  
Campaigns Manager 
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The Indie Author
care of them once they are accepted. A simple 
example: is a first prize of "meet a literary 
agent" really meaningful to someone who 
self-publishes? 

This autumn, Melissa will focus on our 
Self-Publishing for All campaign: trying to 
make sure both ALLi’s work and self-publishing 
in general are accessible to as many writers 
as possible. We’d like to see a broader and far 
more diverse range of writers able to access 
our expertise and the process of self-pub-
lishing. We’d also like to broaden the advice 
given: sometimes the indie industry is too 
ready to focus on the big genre winners, such 
as romance or crime, and doesn't consider the 
needs of authors who write in smaller or niche 
categories. 

Our Self-Publishing 3.0 campaign is all about 
ensuring authors can make a living, and this 
is such an important area to work on. No-one 
can hope for true diversity in the writing com-
munity until authors can hope to make a living 
from their work. 

“I really can’t stand the ‘starving artist in the 
garrett’ mythology,” says Melissa. “It’s not about 
every writer being a millionaire, it’s about 
authors knowing their worth and being ap-
propriately compensated for their work. That’s 
something I feel very strongly about.”

Finally, there’s the Ethical Self-Publishing 
campaign, where ALLi has been a real leader 
in holding publishing services to account 
and asking writers to think about their own 
publishing practices. 

It is so important for writers to be protected 
from scams and services that rip them off, 
and also for them to know they should aspire 
to high quality in their work and their author 
platform, because each of us is a representa-
tive of all indies and together we can do great 
things. 

Melissa says: “I open doors for myself and in 
so doing, know that I have opened a door for 
others. Each time an indie author achieves 
something positive, whether that's putting 
out a good quality book or winning an award, 
they lift all indies up with them.”

Melissa has spent 15 years in business devel-
oping new products and mentoring entre-
preneurs. She also has copious experience 
as an indie author. She’s been self-publishing 

full time since 2015, mainly historical fiction. 
She has a PhD in creative writing and is a past 
Leverhulme Trust Writer in Residence at the 
British Library, where she now runs workshops 
for authors on entrepreneurial skills. 

“The campaigns—like Open Up To Indie 
Authors—are a really important part of the 
work ALLi does,” she says. “They allow us 
to act as a co-ordinated voice for authors 
everywhere: not just our own members and 
not just self-published authors, but all authors, 
whatever their route to publication. New issues 
and opportunities emerge all the time and 
ALLi takes proactive steps to help authors 
address them.”

As part of the Open Up to Indie Authors 
campaign, ALLi has created a new tier of 
membership specifically for writing and 
publishing organizations, which Melissa will be 
overseeing, to help them make sense of the 
self-publishing world and support their own 
members who are interested in this path. 

She’ll be writing a regular column in this mag-
azine about her goals and plans. Read her first 
dispatches on page 13. Read about the new 
tier of membership on page 23. 

And meet Melissa on page 10. 
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The Indie Author

Melissa Addey explains how she came 
to self-publishing and what she'll be 
working on as ALLi Campaigns Manager

How did you come to 
self-publishing?
I originally tried the traditional route as I 
didn’t know there was any other way. I had no 
problem getting lovely agents but they never 
managed to secure a publishing deal. 

By the time I’d spent seven years waiting, 
and had been learning about self-publishing 
(mainly through Joanna Penn), I decided 
I wanted the readers to say if my writing 
was good enough so I went ahead and 
self-published. 

My years in business and the time I spent with 
entrepreneurs meant that side didn’t worry 
me. Actually I often find the business part of 
things is quite creative too.

How did you come on board 
with ALLi?
It was through the Open Up To Indie Authors 
campaign. I originally got involved because 
I cc’d ALLi into a series of letters I wrote to 
various organizations that were, I felt, unfairly 
closed to self-published authors. There were 
exciting opportunities I was being barred from 
purely because of my chosen publishing route, 
and that annoyed me. I felt I could show a 
track record as a professional, experienced 
author and they were ignoring everything I’d 
done and achieved, just because of how my 
books got produced. 

Eventually, ALLi director Orna Ross asked if I’d 
like to write even more of those letters but with 
ALLi’s backing. I was delighted to do just that.

What have you started with?
I started by updating materials so we could 
show organizations what a lot of exciting things 
are happening in self-publishing and encour-
age them to better support indie authors. If 
they aren’t yet ready for that, we want to show 
them how opening up is a really important 
next step and that we stand ready to help. 
We’ve also got an updated guide to help 
authors reach out to the publishing industry 
with the greatest chance of success. 

We’ve been trying to gather the latest 
self-publishing data—which has been very 
difficult. There isn’t enough clear data about 
how much self-published authors earn: in part 
because the data often mixes self-published 
authors with traditionally published authors 
and also because the term ‘self-published’ can 
cover anyone from a person who created a 
single book for family and friends, to authors 
who have built a career on their writing. 

Many self-published writers do not use ISBNs, 
so a lot of important figures from retailers are 
simply lost. Ideally, all writers would use ISBNs 
which would include an indicator of whether a 
book was self-published, but many authors use 
imprint names so it’s hard to say if a book is by 
a small press or an indie author.  

It’s important that indie authors’ voices are 
heard in other ways too, like the valuable 
survey by BookAngel on author safety which 
we will be featuring in the October issue of the 
member magazine. This topic is something 
we’ll try to contribute to in the future. 

I’m also awash in spreadsheets. I’m trying to 
gather information on awards and festivals to 
identify those that welcome indies (so we can 
encourage you all to access them) and those 
that don’t so we can urge them to see that 
self-publishing is here to stay and can benefit 

"I wanted the  
readers to be  
my judges"
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The Indie Author

them too. It always takes longer than you think 
to make a difference, but we’re pleased with 
where we’ve got to so far.

What did you do before you 
were a writer?
I spent 15 years in business, mostly for two 
roles, first at Sainsbury’s head office as an 
innovation project manager, developing 
new products and packaging, where I also 
got a Masters in innovation in business. Then 
I moved into a senior role for a consultancy 
where I mentored entrepreneurs through a 
government innovation grants scheme. So all 
my roles were about innovation and creativity 
in a business setting, which came in handy 
when I started self-publishing.

What do you write?
Historical fiction, so far set in Ancient Rome, 
11th century Morocco and 18th century China. I 
write short series as I like to era-hop; I’m slowly 

learning my history of the world this way. This 
year I got to 10 novels, another milestone. 

When did you make the switch 
to full-time authorship?
I’d had two kids. Going back to work and 
incurring huge childcare costs just didn’t 
stack up. I thought if I stayed at home with no 
childcare costs I’d only need a little income at 
first so why not make the leap into writing? 

I threw myself into self-publishing and got a 
grant from the Leverhulme Trust to be a writer 
in residence at the British Library for a year, 
which was a glorious experience. Then I got a 
studentship to do a creative writing PhD, which 
I loved. By the end of that I’d published 11 
books and was making an income from them. 

What other ALLi campaigns are 
upcoming?
Self-publishing for All: how do we make our 
self-publishing expertise more accessible? 

Publish 
independently, 
but not alone. 
Since 2006, Girl Friday has 
given independent authors 
access to top publishing 
talent. Surround your book 
with the best.  

www.girlfridayproductions.com
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The Indie Author

Both here at ALLi and further afield, we want 
everyone to be able to access self-publishing. 
That will mean working out where the barriers 
are and removing them in whatever creative 
ways we can find. We’ll be returning to this in 
future issues of the magazine.  

Self-publishing 3.0: this ALLi campaign is 
already well established, but it’s close to my 
heart. We need to raise authors’ incomes 
through creative business practices. I dislike 
the repeated mythology of starving artists 
in garrets, as though you shouldn’t be paid 
properly just because you enjoy your work. I 
loved my job at Sainsbury’s and at the consul-
tancy, but still got paid a proper salary. I think a 
lot of the publishing industry and the art world 
rather likes that myth, and acts accordingly, 
and I think it needs a wake-up call. 

An author doesn’t have to aim at being a 
millionaire, but they should stand a decent 
chance of making a regular income. It’s always 
tempting to think "I only write books, it’s not 
important like other jobs," but during the 
pandemic, I had so many readers thank me for 
giving them escapism and comfort at a very 
stressful time. This is something I’ve heard from 
many authors over the years—that what we do 
matters. 

We know from being readers ourselves how 
much books matter, in many ways—from com-
forting to educating, from opening our eyes to 
other lives to helping us understand ourselves. 
And we should be fairly compensated for our 
work.

 As you can see, I’ve got my hands pretty full 
for quite some time. What is it they say about 
asking a busy person? I’ll try and live up to that.

And even further ahead?
I don’t know—and that’s the beauty of 
self-publishing; it’s growing and changing all 
the time, a constant learning experience, and 
that's just as an individual author. As part of 
ALLi, it’s even more of a learning experience; 
you get a bigger picture of how complex all 
the industry workings are. When there’s a new 
thing on the horizon, we can think: how can we 
be a good ally to our members on this sub-
ject? Is it a fantastic opportunity for them or a 
worrying issue we can help them overcome? 

We have to be open to things changing and 

proactive in how we change with them. This 
ALLi role is very creative and that’s why I’m 
enjoying it. 

In the meantime, I’d love to hear any thoughts 
you already have on any of these topics. Email 
me on campaigns@allianceindependentau-
thors.org

Melissa Addey is ALLi’s Campaigns Manager. She 
writes historical fiction and coaches writers. Find 
her website here and tweet her at @MelissaAddey

 

https://www.melissaaddey.com/
https://www.melissaaddey.com/
https://twitter.com/MelissaAddey
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The Indie Author

Melissa Addey's first  
progress report
The first campaign I've been working on is 
Open Up To Indie Authors. Quite simply, it’s to 
ensure self-published authors are welcome 
throughout the literary and publishing worlds–
in bookshops, libraries and associations, 
when applying for grants, commissions and 
fellowships, when receiving awards, prizes and 
other opportunities. 

As I'm sure everyone here would agree, a 
book should not be judged on the process by 
which it was created. Times and the mode of 
production of books change and the industry 
needs to move with those changes.  

So what’s been happening? We’ve been 
updating our materials and website, ready to 
reach out to organizations. If you’re already 
familiar with our publications, you might find 
a few of them have new titles and a sharper 
focus to provide the clearest, most up-to-date 
help. The campaign page allianceindepen-
dentauthors.org/ongoing-campaigns/
open-up-campaign/ is now ready—do pop 
over and take a look.

For organizations, we have created a set of 
brief, practical booklets to update their under-
standing of self-publishing today, encourage 
them to welcome indies and offer proactive 
steps to help them meet the needs of this 
author group. We will be sending these to 
organizations that have shown an interest in 
opening up to indies and seeing how we can 
support them.

Some organizations still remain closed to 
indies. We will be contacting them to under-
stand why and how we can help to change 
their minds. If you’d like us to contact an 

organization, email me: campaigns@allian-
ceindependentauthors.org   

As an author, there are lots of ways you can 
help and be involved, both to benefit yourself 
and other indies.

First, get your copy of Opening Doors, our 
revamped best practice guide to the publish-
ing industry for indie authors. 

Campaigns update

http://allianceindependentauthors.org/ongoing-campaigns/open-up-campaign/
http://allianceindependentauthors.org/ongoing-campaigns/open-up-campaign/
http://allianceindependentauthors.org/ongoing-campaigns/open-up-campaign/
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This book is full of tips, insights and inspiring 
case studies to help you make your way as 
an author, from entering awards and joining 
literary associations, to approaching festivals, 
bookshops and making the most of your 
publication rights. We want you to know how 
the publishing industry works–both its oppor-
tunities and its restrictions, so that you can 
target your approaches for the best possible 
chance of success. 

The book includes our author checklist, a quick 
reminder of how to present your book and 
yourself as an author in the most professional 
way. This will not be news to more established 
authors, but many writers can feel they have 
been rejected because they are self-published 
when actually there was something else 
at play: perhaps a poor cover or a lack of 
understanding of how book retailers operate. 
We want to give you every chance to succeed 
and this book is a guide to many important 
opportunities. 

We also have a template letter that you can 
use if an organization you’re interested in won’t 
let you in. And when you write to them, drop 
me a line so I can join the conversation. Or if 
you’d rather the letter came from me, again, 
let me know and I’ll be happy to oblige.

Download the book here.

Finally, we have an Opening Up To Indie 
Authors campaign mailing list. If you have 
the time, we’d love you to get involved. 
Occasionally we need members’ help, perhaps 
by sending emails to ask an organization to 
include indies. Or we might ask you to tell 
us which areas you’d like us to target next. 
We won’t ask for anything onerous and we’ll 
supply templates if at all possible, but there is 
power in numbers.

And to finish on a super-positive note, because 
I want to share lots of success stories: did you 
know all of these awards accept self-published 
authors? The Arnold Bennett Prize; the Arthur 
C Clarke Award; the Bord Gáis Energy Irish 
Book Awards; the British Book Awards; the 
Commonwealth Book Prize; the Rathbones 
Folio Prize; the Jhalak Prize; the Kitschies; the 
Lambda Literary Award; the Lindisfarne Prize 
for Crime Fiction; the Peters Fraser + Dunlop 
Young Writer of the Year; the Pulitzer; the 
Nebula Award; and the Romantic Novelists’ 
Association Awards (the RoNAs).

Do check them out and start entering. Every 
indie win is a win for us all. 

 

https://www.allianceindependentauthors.org/ongoing-campaigns/open-up-campaign/
https://www.allianceindependentauthors.org/ongoing-campaigns/open-up-campaign/
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At ALLi, we constantly encounter 
misunderstandings about indie authors’ 
significance in publishing, and reluctance 
to accept indies' work in some corners of 
the books establishment. Equally, authors 
themselves might not realise the true 
extent of the opportunities available to 
them via the indie route.

ALLi has identified a way to change this. 
With our worldwide membership, we can 
collect data on indie authors’ earnings, 
year by year, and demonstrate the many 
ways that indies are making their mark 
in the publishing economy. ALLi director 
Orna Ross explains

Why is the survey needed? 
Some years ago, indie authors’ earnings were 
big news, thanks to AuthorEarnings.com, the 
brainchild of indie author Hugh Howey and 
software engineer Paul Abbassi, known at the 
time as Data Guy.

Abbassi created a program that crawled online 
bestseller lists to scrape sales data, which he 
and Howey interpreted and published as a 
series of Author Earnings reports.

The contents were shocking to many. An 
early analysis of three major genres in the US 
Amazon store found that:

• Indie authors dominated these bestselling 
genres and as a group were outselling the 
Big Five.

• A huge 92% of the top 100 bestselling 
books were e-books.

• Most self-published authors were earning 
more money on fewer books than 
trade-published authors.

Over time, Howey returned to his life as an 
author, and Abbassi formed BookStat.com. 
He still collects the data, but provides it only 
to businesses that turn over $10m or more. 
ALLi asked if we could pay the fee and gain 
the data for members, but he declined. He 
couldn’t trust authors to keep the information 
confidential and his business model depend-
ed on his data not being shared.

It’s clear, though, that Author Earnings demon-
strated some startling achievements in the 
self-publishing community.

Melissa Addey, ALLi’s new campaigns manager, 
says: “We have a shocking lack of data in the 
self-publishing industry and it’s frustrating. 
Even when we all pull together, we don’t 
get a quotable set of data. Or it mixes indie 
authors with traditionally published authors. 
Also, ‘self-published’ author income surveys 
cover everyone, from the writer who’s made 
a single book for their family to indie authors 
and authorpreneurs who are building six- and 
seven-figure publishing businesses from their 
writing and publishing.”

We see the real story in our member forums 
and other author social media groups, at Self-
PubCon and other writing and self-publishing 
conferences like those run by 20Booksto50K 
and the Self-Publishing Show Live, in private 
masterminds and author-publishing groups. 
Author-publishing is vibrant, innovative, for-
ward-looking, successful and professional. But 
do we have the facts and figures to support 
these claims?

We don’t.  

Help us show the  
true power of indie  
authors in the  
publishing economy

http://selfpublishingadviceconference.com/
http://selfpublishingadviceconference.com/
http://selfpublishingadviceconference.com/
http://20booksvegas.com/
http://20booksvegas.com/
https://selfpublishingformula.com/spslive
https://selfpublishingformula.com/spslive
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There are three main reasons.

1. The self-publishing platforms largely treat 
their data as proprietary. They don’t share it 
because they don’t want their competitors 
to know how they’re doing.

2. A significant number of self-published 
writers do not use ISBNs, which means 
data about self-published book sales is 
incomplete. Data collection agencies like 
Bowker and Nielsen base their findings on 
ISBN attribution, so they miss all the sales 
on Amazon and author websites that are 
made without an ISBN. (Bowker appears to 
have given up reporting on self-publish-
ing in 2018).

3. Reports on author income conducted by 
national writer organizations come from a 
traditional publishing perspective. As those 
of us who have tried to fill them in know, 
the questions are often meaningless to any 
serious independent author, and can be 
impossible to answer, as they don’t account 
for how we work and earn. And they fail 
to consider the creator economy, where 
authors sell directly to readers from their 
own websites.

Not only is the data broken, it's used in a 
misleading way–for instance, comparing 
the income of all of self-publishing with the 
top 1 percent of traditional publishing. The 
conclusions drawn there are neither accurate 
or helpful.

With data we can see the 
opportunities
This lack of relevant data, and the skewed 

interpretations, does real harm to writers’ 
wellbeing and motivation. It might also hold us 
back. When we gather and share information, 
we better understand the rapidly changing 
market we’re working in, we help each other 
make informed decisions and we encourage 
each other to try new opportunities.

Below are some thoughts, ideas, and, yes, 
data, to inspire you. These are the stories we 
have right now. With a properly organized 
large-scale survey, who knows what we might 
discover?

Indie authors’ reach
Indie authors today can self-publish in almost 
200 countries around the globe, in formats 
including hardback, paperback, e-books and 
audiobooks. Thanks to print-on-demand 
technology, physical books can be printed and 
distributed one at a time, allowing titles to be 
kept permanently “in print” without storage 
costs. And because authors retain their rights 
while self-publishing, many are also selectively 
licensing their translation, film and TV and 
other subsidiary rights.

Books by indie authors account for 30-34 
percent of all e-book sales in the largest 
English-language markets, as reported in 
Publishers Weekly. In 2020, 8 percent of ALLi 
members had sold more than 50,000 books in 
the past two years.

Indie authors have comfortably exceeded 
six-figure turnovers, including: Joseph Alexan-
der, Joanna Penn, Hugh Howey, Elana Johnson, 
Ines Johnson, DC Kalbach, Helen Scheuerer 
and Octavia Randolph. LJ Ross has sold 10 
million books and rising. Mark Dawson has 
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https://www.bowker.com/en/bowker-data/
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a seven-figure turnover from his books and 
has sold film and TV rights. In 2019, Amazon’s 
review of Kindle sales said that “thousands” of 
indie authors had earned more than $50,000 
and that “more than a thousand” had already 
passed $100,000 in royalties.

And self-publishers are gaining traction as the 
creator economy expands, with more readers 
willing to buy books directly from author 
websites, subscribe to author memberships, 
and offer patronage. These sales are not seen 
in any surveys.

Recognition for indie authors
Indie authors have made the USA Today best-
seller lists, won literary awards, achieved MAs 
and PhDs in creative writing, and taken up paid 
positions as writers in residence in prestigious 
organisations such as the British Library. The 
Martian, a sci-fi thriller self-published by Andy 
Weir, was turned into a movie directed by 
Ridley Scott and starring Matt Damon, which 
grossed over $630m. Amazon created the 
Kindle Storyteller Award, whose £20,000 prize 

fund is larger than the Pulitzer and similar to 
the Costa. The Bookseller, the UK publishing 
trade magazine, has repeatedly named Orna 
Ross, founder and director of ALLi, as one of 
the 100 most influential people in publishing, 
acknowledging the growing importance of 
self-publishing in the industry.

Representation
The rise of, and accessibility to, self-publishing 
has allowed many people who might not 
otherwise have been published to reach 
readers, bringing the world a great diversity of 
voices that hadn’t before been heard. A study 
by FicShelf found that women wrote just 39 
percent of traditionally published titles, but 
67 percent of self-published titles. Many indie 
authors from under-represented groups or 
even genres have said self-publishing was a 
positive path for them, including Latinx author 
Maria E Cantu Alegre and Indian-Canadian 
poet Rupi Kaur, who sold 8 million copies of 
her first two collections. Fatal Shadows by Josh 
Lanyon became the first LGBTQ mobile game 
created by Moments: Choose Your Story. 

• copyediting and substantive editing
• cover design
• page design and typesetting
• proofreading

• eBook formatting
• author website design
• project management
• book marketing help

Traditional Publisher Quality
for Independent Authors

C O N TA C T  U S  F O R  A  C O N S U LTAT I O N  T O D AY
1106design.com • (602) 866-3226 • md@1106design.com

From manuscript to market, our professional team serves authors worldwide.
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What we already  
know about indie 
author earnings:  
three small studies
Some small-scale studies of indie 
authors’ commercial performance are 
already available. Here, we share them, 
to see what can be learned about how 
indies manage their author businesses 
and how they have fared in recent 
upheavals. Much more could be learned 
if we had a wider sample base–and this 
is why we are keen to launch our own 
long-running study

Quality and quality–K-Lytics
Recent figures from K-Lytics show that indie 
authors receive 39 percent of Kindle royalties 
in 30 top-100 bestseller lists. Big Five publishers 
take 32 percent, Amazon imprints 15 percent 
and other traditional publishers take 8 percent. 
Which means independent authors earn more 
money than any other group.

When considering author income, it’s also 
worth remembering that traditionally 
published authors receive only 5-10 percent 
of those royalties while indie authors get an 
average 60-70 percent. 

K-Lytics research also shows that indie authors 
rank equally to traditionally published authors 
for quality of reader reviews.

More people have rediscovered 
reading-Draft2Digital 
In 2020 and 2021, the Draft2Digital and Smash-
words publishing platforms saw double-digit 
percentage growth in the number of titles 
published and distributed. And sales kept 
pace.

“The pandemic drove more people into 
reading to pass the time,” says Mark Coker, 
chief strategy officer at Draft2Digital. Sales in 
spring 2022 are down, says Mark, as “people 
rush to reconnect with fellow humans after 
almost three years of separation. The pendu-
lum will probably shift to less reading for the 
year ahead, but overall, I think the pandemic 
will have a positive long impact as it helped 
reintroduce millions to the unique joys of 
reading.”

Also, Draft2Digital reports that global sales 
are growing. The percentage of US sales 
compared with other world territories is 
becoming smaller - not because fewer people 
are reading, but because other territory sales 
continue to grow.

• US sales were 58.96 percent in 2019. In Q1 
2022 they were 57.74 percent.

• Beyond the top 10 selling territories, ROW 
(Rest of World) sales in 2019 were 7.48 
percent of all sales. In Q1 of 2022 they were 
8.43 percent.

• Books in series accounted for a little more 
than 75 percent of all unit sales.

• Library sales accounted for 10 percent of all 
sales.

• Subscription markets represent 6 percent 
of all sales.

Authors thriving and embracing 
new opportunities-ALLi 
We conducted a small study of our own in May 
2022, asking 31 ALLi author and authorpreneur 
members to tell us about their business per-
formance over the past year. They gave frank 



Draft2Digital survey of book sales, 2019 and 2022

Global Sales
TOP SELLING TERRITORIES - 2019

TOP SELLING TERRITORIES - Q1 2022

FULL YEAR 2019

US - USA 58.96%

CA - Canada 10.61%

AU - Australia 9.33%

ROW - Rest of World 7.48%

UK - United Kingdom 4.75%

NL - Netherlands 4.04%

DE - Germany 2.12%

FR - France 1.64%

NZ - New Zealand 1.08%

Q1 2022 

US - USA 57.74%

AU - Australia 8.56%

CA - Canada 8.51%

ROW - Rest of World 8.43%

GB - Great Britain 5.14%

DE - Germany 4.82%

NL - Netherlands 2.74%

FR - France 1.95%

CH - Switzerland 1.12%

BE - Belgium 0.99%
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and useful comments, which we agreed to 
publish anonymously. 

There was a definite sales spike from lockdown, 
sometimes followed by a slight fall as people 
returned to their ordinary lives. But the overall 
impression from authors who already had 
strong businesses is that they did much better 
than the 5 percent recorded in the Publishers 
Association 2021 annual report. The market is 
robust and buoyant, reading is popular and 
indies who know how to position themselves 
are doing well.  

One author of thrillers and speculative fiction 
has had great success with a series set in an 
English holiday destination. “In a year when 
people couldn’t travel abroad, it really hit a 
chord.”

Here are some other observations. 

Wide vs Amazon exclusivity
ALLi encourages authors to publish as widely 
as possible. For example, this author of 
paranormal romance: “I am constantly on the 
lookout for new avenues to offer my books. I’m 
looking to enter the Italian market and build 
my wide following so I don’t have all my eggs 
in the Amazon basket”.

But for every rule, our members will give us 
an example of the opposite. One author of 
historical fiction increased gross income by 
33 percent by enrolling all their books in KDP 
Select, and increasing their use of Amazon 
advertising.

Amazon advertising
In case you’re thinking Amazon advertising 
is the holy grail, an author of children’s books 
reports spending significantly less this year 
on Amazon advertising–while noticing a big 
uptick in sales. “My spend on Amazon ads 
has changed. I relied solely on Amazon ads 
for my promotions–zero social media, zero 
newsletters. My spend on Amazon ads has 
plummeted since January 2022. The ads aren’t 
performing, and my ad spend is now around 15 
percent of my spend in the past several years. 
Yet the number of books sold so far in 2022 
matches that of 2019 and 2020 and my profit 
has risen fivefold. This means my books have 
taken on an organic life of their own without 
much advertising.”

Translations
Respondents in our survey are keen to capital-
ise on foreign markets. A romance author who 
invested in translations says: “I made more 
money in Germany in 2021 than I did in the US.”

Audiobooks
Audiobooks are growing for some authors in 
our survey. 

An author of historical fantasy says: “Audio now 
accounts for 20 percent of my income.” 

But some authors have pulled back on audio. 
One author who publishes historical fiction 
says: “My audio titles saw a significant drop 
in sales and income, perhaps because of 
Audiblegate. I came out of the exclusive 
arrangement and went wide, and struggled to 
gain traction and lost impetus within Audible. 
Now, I may not invest in audio for the new 
series, which is a continuation of my previous 
one.”

An author who publishes fantasy says: “I’ve 
noticed a large change in audiobooks. Readers 
want maximum value from one token. Boxed 
sets and omnibus editions are on the rise and 
doing very well.” 

E-book prices
Authors in our survey generally report healthy 
e-book sales figures. One interesting response 
was this, from an author of LGBT dark fantasy, 
who raised e-book prices in 2021 to reflect the 
increasing costs of production: “I increased 
my e-book prices to $4.99 and $5.99. Average 
e-book prices for indies have been $3.99 for 
a long time, which I don’t think is sustainable 
with the increasing costs of editing and cover 
design. Paperback prices also increased 
because of Ingram’s price increase.

“Although the trade press reports that digital 
sales are down, that’s not what I saw. But 
indies sell e-books at a lower price than trade 
publishers, who want to drive sales to print 
versions, which props up their business model 
of bookstores and paperbacks. With trade 
press reports we must remember that trade 
publishers sell to bookstores, not readers. 
Indies sell to readers.”
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Selling direct
Selling direct to readers via your own website 
is a trend ALLi encourages (more on this in our 
feature on the next 10 years of indie publishing, 
page 26). Some of our respondents are just 
starting direct sales. A paranormal romance 
author says: “I have a designer helping me set 
up direct sales on my website. I am also going 
to start a Patreon page and build a subscrip-
tion following. And I’m investigating Kickstarter.”

A historical fantasy author has already been 
selling audiobooks directly and has now 
expanded to e-books: “I am growing my 
webstore and selling both e-books and audio 
direct, with BookFunnel for delivery. While this 
is only a small percentage of overall income, I 
am actively growing direct sales.” 

Some of our respondents are old hands at 
selling direct. A cozy mystery author says: 
“I started selling direct to readers from my 
website in 2003 because a trade publisher 
dropped my title at the last minute. I’ve 
sold paperbacks direct to the public and 
bookstores for years, via print runs. In recent 
years, I sold e-books through Payhip, but last 
year put everything into direct sales—e-books, 
audio and paperbacks (through Lulu Direct so 
I don’t have to manage and ship stock myself). 
I have a Shopify store now as my main website 
and push 90 percent of my marketing efforts 
to there. I will be releasing a course on selling 
direct, which will be my first new income 
stream since I started writing for a living over 
decade ago. I’m passionate about selling 
direct and believe it’s the wave of the future.”

TikTok or not?
There is no doubt our respondents demon-
strate a creative and entrepreneurial approach. 
Did they flock to TikTok? An author of LGBT 
dark fantasy said: “I do post videos on TikTok, 
but rarely are they successful. TikTok does in-
crease paperback sales, but much of it is luck, 
and TikTok is not reliable to use as advertising.” 

Lockdown and other setbacks
One author of political memoir reports that 
lockdown gave more time to write. But for 
others, lockdown brought anxiety, creative 
blocks and additional pressures —such as 
the responsibility of educating children while 
schools were closed. Some saw their income 
impacted directly when the world closed 
down. A dramatist reports that income from 
play royalties took a hit, so they adapted: “I 
went back to narrative writing and published 
a book of short stories. It did well which was 
surprising—that I could find an audience with 
something completely different.”  

Some members reported illness or incapacity, 
which reminds us how much other work we 
do beyond writing. It also reminds us we might 
need to make contingency plans to keep our 
businesses ticking over. 

A fantasy and science fiction author says: “I 
spent the last two years in a medical crisis 
(recovered now, thanks). As an incapacitated 
one-man-business, I received a rather cogent 
experience of what it means when you don’t 
have employees to evaluate advertising and 
marketing, to bring the books up to date, to 
get your taxes in order, and so forth. Things are 
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back to normal now, but it’s a reminder of the 
fragilities of our businesses.”

An author of thriller and speculative fiction also 
sees the pandemic as a wake-up to plan for 
difficult times: “I didn’t develop new income 
streams but I have been looking at investing 
my earnings so I have a buffer if sales fall in the 
future.”

While we’re on the subject of contingency 
plans, take a look at our piece on estate plan-
ning, page 42. 

The day job
An author of thrillers and speculative fiction 
gave up the day job after “changing from 
genre-vague thrillers to UK police procedurals. 
I was previously a freelance technical writer 
with a precarious income. Now I’ve had the 
financial independence to start a new life after 
coming out as gay in the summer of 2021. This 

is more important to me than the money, but 
would have been much more difficult without 
financial independence.” 

In case you’re thinking all our respondents 
were cheerfully giving up the day job, we 
also heard from authors who didn’t. “I am far 
from being able to support myself financially 
through writing only,” says an indie poet, whose 
response was typical of several others. But 
these authors are running rewarding creative 
lives by offering workshops, taking speaking 
engagements, writing non-fiction that earns 
more highly, experimenting with direct sales, 
thinking long term—and continuing to publish 
work that satisfies them. 

One novelist says: “I’m far from earning a 
liveable income from writing. But that’s never 
been my goal.  I hope to gradually break 
even someday and establish a steady positive 
income no matter how small it will be.” 

Our plan is that later this year, and every year 
thereafter, we will ask 5,000 authors a few 
simple questions about their income, author 
careers and publishing milestones.

Melissa Addey, manager of ALLi’s Open Up To 
Indie Authors campaign, says: “The answers to 
these questions will allow authors to measure 
and compare ourselves, year on year, to 
our own prior performance and to others in 
our genre. That’s important—I would not try 
to compare myself with someone with 50 
romance books, but I’d be interested in the 
figures of authors with 10-15 historical novels.”

The data will be anonymous but will allow us to 
extract much useful information, for instance: 
an overall picture, how different genres are 
doing, an idea of indie incomes and how this 
relates to the number of titles, how big a list is 
needed to allow an author to write full time.

Melissa says: “We need solid numbers from a 
large body of authors. We feel we’ll get lots of 
important data from these questions. The first 
year will be interesting, as it will give a good 
snapshot, and the more years we add, the 
more reliable and comparable this survey will 
become. And maybe our pool of respondents 
will grow from 5,000 to 10,000, 20,000 or more. 
The bigger the number of respondents, the 
more accurate our data will be.”

When can you take part? Not yet!

First, we need to figure out the right questions 
to ask. We’re currently gathering insights 
from ALLi members with backgrounds in 
data research. If you have expertise in this 
area and would like to help, contact Melissa 
at campaigns@allianceindependentauthors.
org. For everyone else, sit tight and we’ll be 
asking for your participation soon to make this 
a meaningful insight into the indie publishing 
world.

Watch out for our survey
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ALLi has always campaigned for writer 
and publishing organizations to include 
indie authors in their membership. 
Many now do, but they often struggle 
to cater properly for self-publishers and 
to keep pace with developments in our 
fast-moving sector. This is our solution

ALLi has created a new tier of membership 
to allow writing organizations to benefit from 
our experience and receive up-to-date 
information about all options for authors. The 
Organization Membership is part of ALLi’s 
ongoing Open Up to Indie Authors campaign. 

Our aim is to offer other non-profit organiza-
tions best practice advice and access to our 
specialist self-publishing knowledge.  

ALLi has members across all genres of fiction, 

nonfiction and poetry, from mass market 
to minority interest, all across the world. Our 
organization membership will enable us to 
share quality self-publishing information with 
authors and other author activists in a new way. 
Genre, national and international not-for-profit 
organizations are warmly invited to join. 

We know that a number of ALLi members are 
also members of other organizations, and we’d 
like to collaborate with as many as possible, to 
ensure they can support their self-publishing 
and hybrid authors as well as they support 
those who only trade-publish. 

If you belong to an organization that you think 
would benefit from working with us, drop us a 
line and we’ll contact them.

campaigns@allianceindepdendentauthors.org 

ALLi’s new tier of  
membership for writing and 
publishing organizations
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We are delighted to welcome our first 
three organization members. More are 
in the pipeline. and we’ll be showcasing 
new members in every issue, to cele-
brate our work together and to introduce 
them to ALLi members who might be 
interested in joining them

The Society of Children’s 
Book Writers and Illustrators 
(SCBWI) is the international 
professional organization 
for authors and illustrators 
of books for children and 
young adults. From conferences to awards, 
guides on all aspects of writing and marketing 
children’s books and local chapters, SCBWI is 
a valuable resource for anyone with a passion 
for children’s literature.  “We are committed 
to supporting our members who choose 
non-traditional paths to publication,” says 
SCBWI. “This membership with ALLi will allow 
us to offer new benefits to assist, support 
and educate our independently published 
members.”

We have already collaborated with SCBWI 
to create this guide: The Essential Guide to 
Self-Publishing Books for Children. 

Find out more  
about SCBWI  
and  
membership  
benefits here:  
scbwi. 
org/membership- 
benefits-new/ 

The Independent Book 
Publishers Association 
(IBPA) has more than 
4,100 members and is the 
largest publishing trade 
association in the US. “Our 
mission is to lead and serve the independent 
publishing community through advocacy, 
education and tools for success,” says IBPA. 
“Collaborating with ALLi allows us to draw on 
valuable additional expertise and knowledge 
to benefit our members.” IBPA aims to provide 
members with opportunities to learn, network, 
market their books and grow their businesses, 
boosting their success and raising the overall 
profession of independent publishing to new 
heights.

Find out more about IBPA and membership 
benefits here: ibpa-online.org/page/
ListofBenefits

The Writers’ Union of Canada (TWUC) was 
founded in 1973 to work with governments, 
publishers, booksellers and readers to improve 
conditions for Canadian writers. Now with 
more than 2,500 members, TWUC advocates 
on behalf of writers’ collective interests and 
delivers value through advocacy, community 
and information. TWUC believes in a thriving, 
diverse Canadian culture that values and 
supports writers. “We understand both the 
difficulties and the joys of being a writer 
and aim to support our members and keep 
them informed. Access to resources from the 
Alliance of Independent Authors (ALLi) is one 
of the great ways we can do this.”

Find out more about TWUC and membership 
benefits here: 

writersunion.ca/why-join

 

 

 

Welcome to our  
first organization  
members

https://www.scbwi.org/membership-benefits-new/
https://www.scbwi.org/membership-benefits-new/
https://www.scbwi.org/membership-benefits-new/
https://www.scbwi.org/membership-benefits-new/
https://www.ibpa-online.org/page/ListofBenefits
https://www.ibpa-online.org/page/ListofBenefits
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FOR ORGANIZATIONS: 
• Guidebook for your organization: Empowering Independent Author-Publishers

• 

• 

• 

 

FOR ORGANIZATION MEMBERS:
• The Indie Author magazine, three times a year

• 

•  

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Indie authors:  
the next 10 years

Six world trends that will 
power author publishing in 
the next decade

10th 
Anniversary

What will the indie publishing landscape look like in the coming decade? What 
global trends in the arts and further afield might shape the ways authors sell their 
books and build their audiences? What can we do to ensure our careers thrive as 
much as possible? The ALLi team peers into the future

Contributors: ALLi director Orna Ross, ALLi magazine editor Roz Morris and ALLi Global Advisor 
Mark Williams

Last issue we looked at the previous 
decade in self-publishing. This time, ALLi 
director Orna Ross identifies the six 
biggest opportunities for authors in the 
coming decade

Global reading will grow
According to market research consultancy 
Ibis, the market size, measured by revenue, of 
the global book publishing industry is $112.5bn 
in 2022. As we have seen, the revenue taken by 
many indie authors, particularly those operat-
ing creator economy business models, is not 
included in that figure. 

Currently, Amazon is by far the biggest 
self-publishing player in the US and UK and is 
growing swiftly in other countries where it has 
a presence, but other distributors like Kobo 
Writing Life (e-books), IngramSpark (e-books 
and print) and Findaway Voices (audio) are 
reaching parts of the global book-buying 
audience that are not served by KDP or ACX, 
Amazon’s print and audiobook platforms.

Draft2Digital recently took in the Smashwords 
catalog and team, and they and other ag-
gregators like PublishDrive and StreetLib give 
authors access to every territory on earth.

And as self-publishing gains momentum 
around the world, existing platforms will 
extend their reach and services. Amazon KDP 
is now offering ads in Italy, France and Spain, as 
well as the US, UK and Germany (read this post 
by Mark Williams on what that might mean 
for indie authors). New platforms will emerge 
that make it easier for authors to market 
content globally.

Going out on a limb, we expect Amazon and 
IngramSpark to continue their expansion; 
Apple to focus again on Apple Books; and 
Google Play and Barnes & Noble to improve 
their service to authors. 

To play a real wild card, we predict that 
B&N Press will rise from the ashes once 
James Daunt has sorted out the physical 
bookstores. Mr Daunt was stopped in his 
tracks by the Covid pandemic, which is likely 
to have knocked his preference for print. We 

The Indie Author

http://Ibis
https://www.publishdrive.com/
https://thenewpublishingstandard.com/amazon-ads-now-available-to-kdp-authors-in-6-countries/
https://thenewpublishingstandard.com/amazon-ads-now-available-to-kdp-authors-in-6-countries/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/08/books/watersones-barnes-and-noble-james-daunt.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/08/books/watersones-barnes-and-noble-james-daunt.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/08/books/watersones-barnes-and-noble-james-daunt.html
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contend that he must now realize he’s sitting 
on a potential goldmine if he integrates 
reading, writing, in-person events and elec-
tronic book-buying. Might we even see B&N 
extending its e-book publishing platform to 
Waterstones in the UK?

Technology will become (even 
more) central
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a term that is 
increasingly used to cover a broad range 
of tech and functions and authors are now 
using AI for writing, narration of audiobooks, 
translation, marketing, writing copy, creating 
artwork and more. We are going to see more 
authors adopt AI as they realise how much 
time and drudge-work these tools can save 
and how they can help us to create, distribute 
and market faster and better.

Another tech development to watch is the 
sale of NFTs on blockchains, which will become 
more mainstream as the decade advances. 
This is a game-changer. Blockchains have a 

number of potential advantages for authors 
and other makers, making ownership of con-
tent indisputable, and providing a secondary 
market for digital products, so income flows 
again to the author on resale.

Authors will need to upskill as publishers to 
meet these demands. And, as ever, getting 
readers on board is the primary challenge. 
Blockchain As A Service (BaaS) for authors and 
other publishers will emerge, enabling writers 
to develop their own blockchain products 
and smart contracts, without needing to own 
blockchain-based infrastructure, or under-
stand how it works. Social media platforms will 
sell more books than online retailers.

Publishing networks will 
decentralize 
So far, we have been one-dimensional in our 
thinking about how we get books from authors 
to readers. In the decade to come, that’s going 
to change.
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We’ll move further away from centralized dis-
tribution (where third-party publishers or large 
self-publishing platforms dominate the route 
to market and access to readers) to distributed 
networks (where the reading market breaks 
into niches and access is fragmented). 

The creator economy, of which author-pub-
lishing is a significant part, will expand expo-
nentially. More creator economy platforms like 
Patreon, Podia and Substack will emerge.

We’ll see more writers offering direct sales on 
author websites and apps. Savvy authors and 
other digital publishers are already decentralizing 
their digital book sales and distribution, while 
also distributing through a number of outlets on 
a non-exclusive basis, and selectively licensing 
rights instead of agreeing to worldwide rights 
grabs (at ALLi, we call this Self-Publishing 3.0). 

All of this will train readers to go to the source, 
rather than a retailer, for books and other 
content. Authors will be encouraged to capi-
talize on their creativity, rather than compete 
only on price. And they’ll need to embrace 
new technologies or get left behind.

Audio assistants will provide 
new marketing opportunities
Audio will become ever more integral to 
author business through the decade. Text to 
speech, speech to text, podcasting, and AI 
for voice are all transformative for an author 
business, aiding writing production, publishing 
processes and book promotion.

One exciting area is marketing opportunities 
with voice assistants. Devices like Amazon’s 
Alexa have hitherto been reactive in nature–
largely answering questions. But they’re be-
coming proactive, making recommendations. 
From a publishing perspective, voice assistants 
will soon be recommending books based 
on the user’s internet searches and buying 
patterns and also their reading, listening and 
viewing choices.

When a reader asks Alexa for a book in your 
genre, how do you ensure your titles are 
recommended? This is a question more indie 
authors will want to answer in the coming 
years. 

We’re also likely to see new startups that pro-
vide book-focussed voice-assist technology.

Authors will collaborate more
As we explore what might be possible through 
our own websites, businesses and creativity, we 
don’t have to operate alone.

In the past decade, we’ve already seen 
powerful examples of author co-operation, 
but they’re mostly for a short-term goal like 
hitting a bestseller list or producing a particular 
project. We already know that collaborations 
can be a great way to amplify reach and gain 
visibility. What could we do if we connected 
and collaborated longer term to amplify our 
impact and influence? Now is the time to 
reach out to other members in a similar genre 
and niche.

Author business models will 
diversify
At ALLi we’ve identified four business models 
and a variety of  income streams being used 
by today’s authors to make a living from 
writing. We expect to see these evolve and 
diversify.

Subscription models are one. In some ways 
these are problematic because the big corpo-
rations are fuelling a race to the bottom.

But here’s where authors in a niche could 
profitably collaborate by offering direct 
subscription to their shared readers. This could 
work well in high-volume genres like crime 
and romance. Authors could also offer pre-
mium products for higher subscription rates, 
developing the subscription model further.

Readers would get a more personal connec-
tion with authors they like. Authors would get 
a bigger return, an opportunity to share the 
publishing workload, and a way to keep loyal 
readers fed and rewarded. 

As an indie author, unlike authors who 
exclusively license all their publishing rights to 
one trade publisher, you are not negotiating a 
career. You're running a creative business and 
the variety of opportunities open to you keeps 
expanding. We look forward to seeing what 
you invent.

The Indie Author

https://damienseaman.com/indie-authors-become-bestsellers/
https://damienseaman.com/indie-authors-become-bestsellers/
https://selfpublishingadvice.org/ten-business-models-for-indie-authors/
https://selfpublishingadvice.org/ten-business-models-for-indie-authors/
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As we’ve already seen, many of the busi-
ness trends that are reported in the wider 
world of publishing have little relevance 
to indie authors. So our newshound Dan 
Holloway has identified 10 develop-
ments and growth areas where indies 
could find real opportunities

Streaming and subscriptions 
Increasingly, readers are consuming books 
through subscriptions. Some 90 percent of au-
diobooks are read this way. Many of the plat-
forms offer a fixed pot divided up according 
to reads. In 2021, Kindle Unlimited (for e-books) 
paid authors $450m. Other media platforms 
offer revenue that has more potential to grow 
as popularity grows. YouTube offers creators 
55 percent of advertising revenue, and has 
distributed $30bn in the past three years.

Audiobook publishing
The UK audiobooks market has experienced 
double-digit growth for seven consecutive 
years to just under £200m compared with 
£3bn for print. The global boom is similar. 
Global growth is expected to go from $3.3bn in 
2020 to $15bn in 2027. The potential audiobook 
audience shifted overnight, though, when Spotify 
acquired Findaway - opening up potential 
access to its 351 million monthly users. Google 
told the Futurebook conference in November 
2021 that 95% of e-books still do not have a 
matching audio title, so the opportunity is 
huge. The rise in the quality of digital narration 
reduces costs for authors and other publishers 
by a factor of 10. Speechki’s recent “can you 
tell?” test reveals listeners can only distinguish 
human voices from artificial 70% of the time 
and the quality is improving fast. 

Wide distribution in audio
Amazon has opened very few new local mar-
kets recently, leaving the door open for other 
channels to service authors who want to go 
wide and gain a global audience. For example, 
Audible’s all-you-can-eat subscription service 
Audible Plus is available in just six markets 
while Nordic companies Nextory is available in 
nine, Bookbeat is in 11 and Storytel is in 25. 

Location
One of the reasons it’s important to make our 
books available in as many markets as possible 
is to take advantage of the tastes of different 
countries. A World Book Day study breaks 
down who reads what and where. Poetry is 
popular everywhere, which (as a poet) I’m 
happy to see. There’s no surprise that romance 
is globally the most popular kind of read. And 
Europe loves fantasy while Latin countries love 
horror.

Audio awards shortlists
This is a trend that initially looks depressing. 
Just one title on the shortlist of the Audies, 
the awards run by the Audiobook Publishers 
Association, is self-published (Heroine by Mary 
Jane Wells). But audiobooks are a big growth 
story for indie authors, so this surely is an area 
where indies will start to make a bigger noise.

Bookshop.org for print
It has been a mixed time for the printed book. 
The cost of printing rose 40% in just three 
months at the end of 2021-22. And in February, 
Italian publishers were so worried they called 
for a 30 percent tax rebate to cover their 
increased costs. Bookstores had a very tough 
2020, for obvious reasons, but 2021 saw a 

10 trends to  
steer your indie  
publishing decisions

10th 
Anniversary
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recovery. In the US, the last six months of 2021 
saw $9.03bn, an increase of 39 percent on 2020, 
but still 4 percent below 2019. Bookshop.org 
provides a way for people to buy print books 
online and benefit local bookshops. In the UK 
it has raised £2m for independent bookshops 
since late 2020. 

NFTs
Blockchain technology has been at the centre 
of hype again this year thanks to non-fungible 
tokens (NFTs). NFTs are, essentially, certified 
digital first editions. They hit the mainstream 
news when the digital artist Beeple issued an 
NFT (The First Five Years) that sold for $69m. 
Forward-thinking indies are also exploring 
NFTs. The first NFT e-book sale I found was 
Caitlyn Lynagh’s Quantum Messenger, which 
sold on the BooksGoSocial platform for $100.    

Libraries 
Thanks to the Overdrive catalogue, which 
indies can access through distribution plat-
forms like Kobo, it is easier than ever to make 
our e-books available in libraries. And this 
opens up huge readerships. In 2021 Overdrive 
enabled more than half a billion loans of digital 
books, an increase of 20 percent on 2020. 
And this is an international opportunity. A total 
of 121 public library systems spanning seven 
countries each had a million-plus digital book 
loans.

Print self-publishing and 
sustainability
The publishing industry has finally started to 
take its huge carbon footprint seriously, with 
82 companies at the time of writing signed up 
to Publishing Declares, committing to tackle 
the problem head on. Some 42 percent of the 
emissions in the industry’s supply chain (which 
itself accounts for 98 percent of industry 
emissions) are the result of returns. Meanwhile, 
the fewest emissions come from print-on-
demand titles, so indies can take heart that we 
are already leading the way.

Big business: investors value 
indie platforms on a par with 
traditional publishing
It can feel like traditional publishing is a 
behemoth towering over us, but is that true? 
Before an antitrust case put the deal on hold, 
Penguin Random House paid $2.2bn for fellow 
“Big Five” publisher Simon & Schuster. Mean-
while, indie platforms are being bought up 
for similar prices, showing the value investors 
place on us. In 2021, Naver acquired Wattpad 
for $600m, while Kakao acquired Kakao and 
Radish for around $510m. And it’s interesting 
that Patreon’s 2021 $155m investment values it 
at over $4bn. 

Sources

https://publishingperspectives.com/2021/11/nielsens-look-at-au-
diobooks-in-the-united-kingdom-curiosity-multitasking-cov-
id19/

Futurebook Conference 2021

https://thenewpublishingstandard.com/2022/02/13/
bookbeat-launches-in-belgium-and-netherlands/

https://company.overdrive.com/2022/01/05/public-libraries-
and-schools-surpass-half-a-billion-digital-book-loans-in-2021/

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/13/books/penguin-ran-
dom-house-simon-schuster.html

https://company.wattpad.com/blog/
naver-completes-wattpad-acquisition

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/kakao-enter-
tainment-acquires-tapas-and-radish-media-two-lead-
ing-us-based-storytelling-platforms-301288196.html 

https://www.musicbusinessworldwide.com/membership-plat-
form-patreon-raises-155m-increases-valuation-to-4bn/

https://techcrunch.com/2022/01/25/
maybe-creator-funds-are-bad/ 

https://www.audiopub.org/winners/2022-audies-1

https://publishingperspectives.com/2021/09/new-sup-
port-for-sdg13-publishing-related-organizations-commit-to-cli-
mate-action/ 

https://studyinginswitzerland.com/
what-people-read-around-the-world/ 

https://thenewpublishingstandard.com/2021/10/07/nextory-
subscribers-up-68-in-q3-with-strong-growth-in-new-markets-
norway-and-spain/ 

https://selfpublishingadvice.org/
self-publishing-news-ebook-nft-sells-for-100/ 

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/
audiobooks-market 

https://www.thebookseller.com/news/
bookshoporg-makes-2m-indies-1299067 

https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/
bookselling/article/88545-bookstore-sales-rose-39-in-2021.html
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Creative Self-Publishing:  
ALLi’s Guide to Independent 
Publishing for Authors and Poets 
by Orna A Ross 
A comprehensive guide to every step of the 
publishing process, including innovative ways 
to reach readers, pointers for resilience and 
self-care and a section about creative business 
planning for authors.

Self-publishing 3.0:  
Author Empowerment  
Through Creative Business 
Self-Publishing 3.0 is the ALLi campaign to 
raise the average income for authors and 
poets through creative business practice. The 
campaign also lobbies the literary and creative 
industries to provide more publishing and 
business skills education for authors, advocating 
for a truly independent self-publishing sector.

Two ALLi titles to prepare 
your publishing plans for  
the next decade

ALLi members can download complimentary e-book copies of both books in the Member Zone. 
Navigate to allianceindependentauthors.org and log in. Then navigate to BOOKS > GUIDEBOOKS. 
All formats are available to members and non-members in ALLi’s Bookshop
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The creative industries are all abuzz 
about “the creator economy.” What does 
this mean for indie authors? 

The creator economy is the term given to that 
part of the economy where consumers directly 
fund the work of artists, musicians, film-makers 
and authors. As other sectors struggle, the 
creator economy is booming. In 2016 it was worth 
$1.7bn; last year it had grown to nearly $14bn. 
Funded businesses in the creator economy 
reportedly saw three times as much capital flow 
last year as in 2020. Many more are bootstrap-
ping their way to success.

This trend had started before the Covid 
pandemic and was accelerated by it. The com-
bination of lockdowns and rising unemployment 
sent those with creative talents searching for 
new ways to earn a living, while readers and 
other consumers looked for ways to fill increased 
leisure hours, and more mindful and personal-
ized experiences online.

Today, in 2022, creator-run enterprises are now 
the fastest-growing type of small business 
across the world. More than 50 million people 
globally call themselves creators, and a recent 
survey found that more American kids want to 
be YouTube stars (29 percent) than want to be 
astronauts (11 percent).

Publishing, like music, art and film, is being turned 
on its head by this trend. All the big social media 
platforms are jumping on and we are enjoying 
new publishing outlets, new literary forms and 
new genres.

So what does this mean for indie authors? Is this 
a short-term bubble or a true opportunity? How 
do we integrate alternative sources of income 
with writing and publishing books?

In short: how do indie authors give ourselves the 
best chance of success in the creator economy?

Direct to readers
In publishing, the pandemic accelerated trends 
that had already begun some years ago—most 
notably the growth in digital publishing, which 
encompasses digital audiobooks and print on 
demand as well as e-books. It also enables 
backlist publishing—continuing to promote old 
titles. And niche publishing for a targeted reader-
ship. So even if your topic or way of writing is very 
niche, you can make income from it, if you write 
and publish well enough. At ALLi, we have many 
members who are completely unknown outside 
their niche, who do not appear on any bestseller 
lists, including Amazon’s, but are making a living 
(or in some cases, a killing) from their writing.

Furthermore—and this is where the creator 
economy kicks in—indie authors are taking their 
most loyal readers into their publishing adven-
tures, through patronage, crowdfunding and 
premium products. Some creators are building a 
dependable income from supporters by provid-
ing newsletters, livestreams or audio chats.

Sam Yam, the co-founder of Patreon, a pioneer 
of the creator economy, says: “It’s value ex-
changed for creativity.”

The creator model promises a more human 
and less automated interaction than social 
media “influencing” and online bookselling. 
Instead of anonymous followers or customers, 
you have fans, supporters and patrons. Yam 
predicts a future with fewer social-media giants 
and creator-economy brands like his own, and 
more individual creators, each with their own 
custom-built platform.

The creator  
economy:  
a trend to benefit  
indie authors 

10th 
Anniversary

The Indie Author

https://www.cbinsights.com/research/report/what-is-the-creator-economy/
https://www.cbinsights.com/research/report/what-is-the-creator-economy/
https://signalfire.com/blog/creator-economy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/19/more-children-dream-of-being-youtubers-than-astronauts-lego-says.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/19/more-children-dream-of-being-youtubers-than-astronauts-lego-says.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/19/more-children-dream-of-being-youtubers-than-astronauts-lego-says.html
https://www.allianceindependentauthors.org/author-search/
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Looking for a proofreader or 
copyeditor?

 
Someone to partner with you to 

make your manuscript shine?
 Let my skills and abilities be that 

partner for you.
 

Contact me today! 10% off all 
services for ALLi members.
www.bookwormyogi.com

How authors can earn from 
direct relationships with 
readers
These include:

• Paid subscriptions, memberships and 
reader clubs.

• Tips and donations.

• Premium digital content including 
non-fungible tokens (NFTs) on a choice of 
blockchains.

• Premium signed print books.

• Other merchandise.

• Live and virtual events.

• One-to-one interviews.

• Masterclasses.

• Affiliate programs.

• Advertising revenue shares.

• Sponsored content.

• Product placement.

In theory, this sounds wonderful, but profiting 
from publishing is as challenging as it ever was.

Wherever there’s opportunity, there’s 

competition. As millions of aspiring authors try 
to build a readership for their work, each niche 
becomes more competitive than ever. How do 
they get their work seen?

Getting your work seen: 
2022 and beyond

1 Social media influencers
Social media platforms are central to the crea-
tor economy. It’s not 100 percent necessary to 
be on social media but if you’re not, you need 
another way to let people know about your 
books and develop trust in you.

Many authors are wary of social media and 
“influencer” culture, much of which can seem 
crass and superficial. Influencers in social 
media are people who have built a reputation 
for knowledge and expertise on a specific 
topic. They make regular posts and gather fol-
lowings of enthusiastic, engaged people who 
pay close attention to their views. Influencers 
can create trends and guide purchasing 
decisions.

Instagram is the social media platform most 
associated with influencers, as it first recog-
nized and developed that marketing space, 
allowing influencers to partner with brands to 
mutual benefit.

There is overlap in the platforms and publicity 
methods used by influencers and creators, 
but they are not the same. The focus for an 
influencer is on leading purchasing decisions, 
through earned authority or relationships. 
The focus for a creator is primarily on making 
quality content for a defined group of 
followers or fans. Creators are driven by their 
passion for the process of creation. This makes 
for an authentic and deeper connection, but 
can also mean the creator is more inclined to 
neglect the marketing and managerial aspects 
of the job and miss the commercial rewards 
their creativity could earn them.

2 Social media platforms
The success of the creator economy has 
been noted by the social media platforms. 
Ad-driven platforms like Facebook and Twitter 
have long profited from user content and our 
followers’ attention, without giving much back.

Now they are recognizing that creators’ 
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collective efforts make their platforms com-
pelling (aka profitable), and they are moving 
from selling ads based on overall views and 
likes to setting up ways to enable creators to 
be paid by followers.

• Facebook, which also owns Instagram, allows 
any creator to set up a shop and guides 
purchasers to the creator’s shop to purchase. 
It recently announced $1bn in investments 
to reward creators on the platforms in 2022.

• TikTok now has a creator fund to pay its 
users directly for popular content.

• Twitter has rolled out its tip jar for creators, 
with a Bitcoin option.

• YouTube’s partner program pays out 68 
percent of ad revenue to creators.

Competition between the platforms intensifies, 
and that’s good news for authors and other 
content creators.

“We want to build the best platforms for 
millions of creators to make a living,” said 

Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Facebook’s parent 
company Meta in a post about rewarding 
creators, especially those who are just starting 
out. Facebook’s bonus program pays eligible 
users for hitting milestones when they use 
Facebook’s tools.

The platform also intends to provide seed 
funding for creators to produce their own 
content.

3 Purpose-built platforms
Outside of the established social media plat-
forms, all sorts of services are now popping up 
to serve authors in the creator economy.

• Subscription-driven platforms like Substack 
(for non-fiction), Radish (for fiction), Podia 
and Teachable (for courses) and Patreon (for 
everything) provide platforms for publishing 
paywall content on a membership basis.

• Free platforms like Webtoon, Tapas or 
Wattpad now have premium programs that 
pay writers.

The Indie Author

https://deadline.com/2021/07/facebook-1-billion-investment-for-creators-on-fb-instagram-1234792890/
https://deadline.com/2021/07/facebook-1-billion-investment-for-creators-on-fb-instagram-1234792890/
https://newsroom.tiktok.com/en-gb/tiktok-creator-fund-your-questions-answered
https://newsroom.tiktok.com/en-gb/tiktok-creator-fund-your-questions-answered
https://www.inputmag.com/tech/twitters-tip-jar-is-rolling-out-globally-with-a-new-bitcoin-option
https://www.inputmag.com/tech/twitters-tip-jar-is-rolling-out-globally-with-a-new-bitcoin-option
https://www.youtube.com/intl/ALL_uk/howyoutubeworks/policies/monetization-policies/
https://www.youtube.com/intl/ALL_uk/howyoutubeworks/policies/monetization-policies/
https://influencermarketinghub.com/how-much-do-youtubers-make/
https://influencermarketinghub.com/how-much-do-youtubers-make/
https://influencermarketinghub.com/how-much-do-youtubers-make/
https://deadline.com/2021/07/facebook-1-billion-investment-for-creators-on-fb-instagram-1234792890/
https://deadline.com/2021/07/facebook-1-billion-investment-for-creators-on-fb-instagram-1234792890/
https://deadline.com/2021/07/facebook-1-billion-investment-for-creators-on-fb-instagram-1234792890/
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• Buy Me a Coffee and Paypal donation but-

tons also allow a one-off tip without creating 
an account.

• Audio social networks like Clubhouse allow 
authors and readers around the world to 
come together to talk, listen and learn from 
each other in real time.

• Twitch and Heygo live-streaming platforms 
provide a virtual proxy for readings and other 
events. Viewers can access video streams 
free, with the option to send tips to the hosts 
or buy a book.

• Memberful, MemberMouse and other mem-
bership software allow indie authors to sell 
memberships to their audience on their own 
websites.

• Linktr.ee, Beacons and Feedlink expand web-
site links in the biographies of social-media 
accounts, directing readers to your website, 
social media and book purchase channels.

• Crowdfunding sites like Kickstarter now 
have publishing sections and publishing 

crowdfunders like Unbound specialise in 
books.

A word of caution. At ALLi, we have concerns 
about some of the agreements these plat-
forms are producing, both from a rights and 
payment perspective.

Follow these tips:

• Read all agreements carefully.

• Don’t license rights to anybody who is not 
investing in your work.

• Never sign away all rights: instead limit term, 
territory and format.

• Make sure you are clear about what you are 
being paid and for what.

• Always keep to the principle of 
non-exclusivity.

• If in doubt about any service or self-publish-
ing agreement, contact the ALLi Watchdog 
desk john@allianceindependentauthors.org

4 Owned platforms
While creators now have countless tools to build 
and access audiences, for the most part, they 
don’t own them.

The platforms are investing in creators at the 
moment, because they are competing to keep 
consumers on their platforms, which keeps their 
advertising revenue up. Creators help them to do 
that.

Will the time come when they charge us for the 
“privilege” of having a store on their platform? 
Perhaps. Setting up shop on somebody else’s 
platform, such as Facebook or Amazon, leaves 
us vulnerable to unforeseen policy changes, 
algorithm updates and closed-off networks.

We developed our Self-Publishing 3.0 protocol 
to keep more control in the hands of authors. It 
includes core business principles that mean you 
won’t be caught out if any provider changes its 
terms.

Always remember the platforms are in business, 
making businesslike decisions. So are you. We 
must anchor our brand to our own, owned chan-
nels so we can build communities that are truly 
ours. If being an indie author means anything, it 
means protecting our independence.
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5 Marketing
In the highly competitive creator economy, 
it’s not enough to write and produce a good 
book. You must rise above the noise that every 
reader is wading through to get attention.

Marketing and promotion will continue to be 
key processes—not just for publishing a book 
successfully, but for the alternative earning 
options in the developing creative economy. 
Every successful author in the creator econ-
omy must become a hype artist as well as an 
artist.

Michael Schein, founder of MicroFame Media 
and author of The Hype Handbook and How to 
Create an Atmosphere of Curiosity and Intrigue, 
defines hype as activities that generate an 
emotional reaction from your readers, which will 
lead them to buy your books and go further: buy 
a premium product, become a patron or join 
your membership.

He says these relationships are at the core of 
all forms of success.

‘We live in a society that calls on us to relent-
lessly sell ourselves. But as the demands on us 
to self-promote grow more pressing, people 
are getting better at tuning out the self-serving 
messages they are bombarded with all day 
long. We need to promote our work in ways 
that make it stand out, that ignite emotions.

To break through, Schein advises that you 
don’t just go through the motions but aim to 
“sell your message with the skill of a master.”

• Be contrarian.

• Attract attention from people that matter.

• Create a community to further your cause.

• Create an atmosphere of curiosity and 
intrigue.

• Create a step-by-step “manifesto”.

Bring all your creativity to the art of marketing, 
just as you do to the art of writing.

Hype—which is the art of igniting and engaging 
your readers—is a skill and, like all skills, can be 
learned.

Before you narrate your 
     own non-fiction audiobook... 

Gordon Rothman 

authordirectaudio.com 

info@authordirectaudio.com 

Options include:  
 Author at the Mic Video  
 Remote Coaching  
 Audiobook Directing  

Let’s talk! I'll help you prepare, learn what 
to expect during your recording, meet 
common challenges, and connect with 
both your text and your listener.  

For 10% off, enter Discount Code  

INDIEDISC22 at checkout 

The Indie Author

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbkQwzWIL1c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbkQwzWIL1c
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10 tips for success in the  
creator economy
Making and marketing are both complex 
skills that take a long time to learn, and call 
for personal as well as business growth and 
development.

Learning how to do that well, while remaining 
true to yourself, takes time, experimentation 
and self-care.

Success is not just about racking up profits, but 
about doing so in a way that also feeds your 
passion. Here are 10 tips for succeeding in the 
indie author creator economy, creatively as 
well as commercially.

1 Value yourself
Making a living in the creator economy means 
asking for money, and being humble enough 
to ask.

People always take you at face value and will 
pay you in the currency you ask for. If you ask 
only for clicks and likes, that’s all you’ll get. 
If you use your Facebook ads only to send 
people to Amazon, that’s where they’ll stay. 
The successful creator sends people to their 
own website or app. Social media platforms 
like Facebook and Twitter, and publishing 
platforms like Amazon and Apple are ways 
to bring people to you. Use social media and 
publishing platforms to gather people to your 
own mailing lists and ask them to buy from 
your own website.

Other ways to value yourself:

• Charge enough for your products to pay your 
team and yourself properly.

• Keep a laser focus on return-on-investment, 
not just costs.

• Only offer free stuff as part of a logical 
strategy.

• Pay yourself first.

• Make a profit.

Don’t worry if you’re not there yet. If you’re not, 
the important thing is to feel the discomfort 
about these issues, listen to your self-talk about 
them, decide to grow and value yourself more.

2 Value your readers
You must understand your readers and what 
they value. Social media analytics and reader 
reviews offer data that help you to understand 
where your readership is coming from, what they 
like and what you should offer. When you know 
what your readers value, give it to them, consist-
ently. Again, observe any resistant thoughts you 
have about this.

3 Do things your own way
Keep looking at what others are doing in the 
same field and what new things you can do. But 
while it’s good to learn from others, don’t get lost 
in the crowd. Readers respond well to difference. 
Exaggerate your appeal. Develop your unique 
style, in your books and beyond.
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4 Ditch comparisonitis
Don’t get enthralled by others’ success. You’ll 
never know their full story, their background, 
advantages, hard work or struggles—and these 
don’t matter anyway. Look at what others are 
doing in order to learn, not to compare.

5 Stay consistent
Consistently creating good content is how 
you increase your following and engagement. 
Resolve to learn and grow through regular 
content creation and feedback.

6 Keep improving
Work on your craft—your writing craft and your 
publishing craft.

7 Put readers first  
(collaborations second)
Reputation and reader trust are your most 
powerful assets. When you become visible 
online, you might find brands or other authors 
reaching out for collaboration. If that’s what you 
fancy, great. But do your research. Only accept 
the deal if you can integrate the collaborator 
authentically into your mission. Understand the 
advantages and disadvantages of association 
(there are always disadvantages, it’s always a 
matter of balance).

8 Create a team
A good book is always a team effort—for 
instance, with editing and design. Identify what 
you can do for yourself, source good team 
members for the other tasks.

9 Simplify and delete
Our business is complex and often we do 
things that have little value. Be rigorous. If 
something isn’t getting results, drop it. Delete 
all “busy work” and only do value work.

10 Take care of yourself
Indie authors work hard, put our hearts and 
souls into our jobs, and put ourselves out there. 
It’s challenging, especially if our books get 
poor reviews, or our hype or success triggers 
social media hate.

Creative work can be an act of self-love but 
it can also turn into the opposite: a stick to 
beat yourself down. The fast-paced nature of 
social media and publishing schedules puts 
authors at risk of burnout. It’s not necessary, or 
productive, for a creative to overwork. Working 
well rather than hard is optimal.

To play a long-term game as a creative, you 
must have your own tried-and-tested outlet 
for creative anxiety and stress. You must know 
how to take care of yourself. You must factor 
time for creative rest and play and work.

At its most fundamental, this means valuing 
and looking after your mental and physical 
health. Which brings us back to our first point: 
valuing yourself.
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Amazon’s Kindle Storyteller Award offers 
one of the richest writing prizes, with 
£20,000 going to the winner, and it’s 
open now. Even better, there’s no up-
front entry fee 

ALLi members have featured highly in indie 
author award programs around the world and 
Kindle Storyteller is no exception. Since the 
competition began in 2017, many of the shortlist-
ed entries have been members—as have most 
of the winners. We’ve also always had a member 
of the ALLi team on the judging panel, including 
ALLi director Orna Ross and ALLi blog manager 
Sacha Black. This year, the ALLi representative is 
Melissa Addey, our new campaigns manager.

Once you've entered, there are things you can 
do to increase your chances by leveraging your 
fans and platform. The award shortlist is based 
on customer feedback for the entries, which 
includes sales, reads through Kindle Unlimited 
and reviews.

“They’re judging the publishing, not just the 
writing,” says Orna Ross. “As well as a great story, 
you need a great cover and great metada-
ta—especially categories and keywords so it 
gets discovered by the right readers. So try to 
get visibility using the various promotional tools 
Amazon provides—Kindle Select, KU, Countdown, 
free days and advertising.”

It’s worth noting that the competition terms 
require you to enrol the book in KDP Select for 
the competition’s duration, so you don’t have 
the opportunity to sell on other platforms, which 
ALLi doesn't generally recommend, but this 
temporary restriction might pay off. And you can 
sell your book widely afterwards. 

Last year’s winner was ALLi member Rachel 
McLean for her thriller The Corfe Castle Murders. 
ALLi;s news and podcast producer Howard 
Lovy interviewed her afterwards and she shared 
her tips for catching the judges’ attention.  
Find it here. And if you follow her advice but 
don’t win the award, your efforts will raise your 
book's profile. 

Kindle Storyteller Award 2022 
– could the winner be you?

https://www.amazon.co.uk/b?ie=UTF8&node=12061299031
https://www.amazon.co.uk/b?ie=UTF8&node=12061299031
https://www.amazon.co.uk/b?ie=UTF8&node=12061299031
https://selfpublishingadvice.org/inspirational-indie-author-interview-rachel-mclean/
https://selfpublishingadvice.org/inspirational-indie-author-interview-rachel-mclean/
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So what do winners get? As well as the prize 
money, there’s a valuable book launch mer-
chandising package on Amazon.co.uk. And each 
finalist receives a Kindle Oasis e-reader.

To be eligible, you should publish your book 
through KDP between 1 May and 31 August, 
in both e-book and paperback. Also, use the 
keyword “StorytellerUK2022” in the metadata. 
And enrol it in KDP Select for the duration of the 
competition.

The award is open to writers publishing in English 
in any genre, who publish their work through 
Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP).

Past ALLi winners
Rachel McLean, winner 2021: 

“I’m over the moon to 
have won. I was en-
couraged by friends to 
independently publish 
with KDP and it was one 
of the best decisions I 
ever made. The whole 
experience has been brilliant, and I want 
to thank Birmingham Writers Group, my 
editor, Joel Hames, and my wonderful 
readers for supporting me. It’s such an 
unexpected surprise!"

Ian Sainsbury, winner 2019: 

“I love and appreciate 
all the feedback I get 
from my readers, but 
this recognition from 
my peers is an entirely 
different level. To know I was chosen out 
of thousands is incredible and I was in 
such great company in the shortlist.”

Hannah Lynn, winner 2018: 

“I didn’t think there was 
any chance I would 
win. The competition 
has taught me to trust 
myself. And that even 
if a story seems a bit 
different, it’s worth writing. My advice is to 
write the best book you can. Ask people 
for honest feedback and don’t worry 
about what other people are doing or 
writing. If you write from the heart, it will 
come across. The prize had quite an 
impact—along with the money, one of 
the most beneficial parts has been the 
contacts I made. To now have wonderful 
authors at the end of an email when I 
desperately need advice is priceless."

Open for entries between  
1 May and 31 August 2022
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Making a will is one of those prudent, difficult life tasks–for anyone. And if you’re an 
author you have extra assets to plan for–your intellectual property and the business 
that surrounds it. 

That’s why ALLi has published two short guides, written by ALLi ambassador  
Michael LaRonn.

In this two-part article, we summarise the key points 

A will is a legal document that outlines how 
your property and money will be distributed 
after your death. A will names an executor who 
will manage your estate.

You’re not required by law to make a will, but 
you should strongly consider it. Wills prevent 
common scenarios that can cause problems 
after you die, such as who gets what, what 
happens if you die at the same time as your 
spouse, and the legal guardianship of minor 
children.

If you make a valid will, you get to choose how 
your property is divided. If you die without a 
will, your country's laws determine how your 
assets will be distributed. In that case, anything 
might happen–as you’ll see from our exam-
ples later.

Can you use online services and DIY software 
to create your will? Probably not. As some 
of your estate will be copyrights, you need 
a lawyer with specialist knowledge. Seek a 
licensed attorney who specializes in wills and 
trusts for authors.  

Who inherits your  
intellectual property?  
Estate planning for authors 

Wills and so on
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It’s more complicated than you 
think
It’s useful to think of your author business as 
an ecosystem. If one element is disabled, it 
impacts other parts.

For example, take your bank account. When 
you die, your bank will eventually close your 
account. This means book retailers won’t be 
able to make direct deposits. 

If book retailers can’t make direct deposits, 
they will send an email asking you to update 
the bank information on file. Then if your heirs 
don’t have access to your email inboxes, or 
know which email addresses book retailers will 
communicate with, your estate will collapse.

Every element of your author business is con-
nected to at least one other. This may not be 
immediately obvious to your heirs, so you have 
to help them understand the connections.

An author who died without a 
will: Stieg Larsson
Stieg Larsson was a prominent Swedish 
journalist and author of the Millennium crime 
series (including The Girl With The Dragon 
Tattoo). He died suddenly of a heart attack in 
2004. His books, published posthumously, were 
hits, and in death, he is still one of the most 
successful authors in the world. 

But Larsson died without a will. His story is a 
cautionary tale to other authors.

As a journalist, Larsson wrote pieces that railed 
against the Far Right in his country, which 
placed him in constant danger. Larsson lived 
with his longtime partner, but they did not 
marry because Swedish law dictated that 
married couples had to disclose their address 
to the public. Doing so could have endan-
gered Larsson’s life.

After Larsson’s death, it was discovered that 
he had not left a valid will. His family found 
a will dated 1977 that left all his work to the 
Swedish socialist party, but it was determined 
to be invalid because it was not signed in the 
presence of witnesses (a good example of why 
you should hire an attorney). 

As a result, Larsson’s copyrights went to his 
father and brother instead of his partner. 
Larsson reportedly did not have a good 

relationship with his father. It is possible that he 
did not know he had a brother.

Since Larsson was not married, his partner had 
no rights to his property, even though he may 
have wanted to pass the copyrights to her. 
But he didn’t leave a will, so we’ll never know. 
There are reports that Larsson’s father and 
brother have used the copyrights in ways that 
Larsson would not have approved. His family 
and partner have been in a bitter feud since 
his death.

Despite the massive cashflow Larsson's books 
created, his legacy isn’t what it could have 
been. He could have prevented all of this by 
drafting a will that left his estate and copy-
rights to his partner.

However, just having a will is not enough.

An author who died with a will 
that wasn’t properly drafted: 
Michael Crichton 
When Michael Crichton died in 2008, he was 
one of the bestselling authors in the world. His 
works such as Jurassic Park and Westworld are 
still intensely popular.

Crichton was married five times. When he died 
from cancer, his fifth wife was pregnant with 
his unborn child. Crichton had a will, but he 
never updated it to take account of his new 
circumstances. 

Because of that, he disinherited his unborn 
child. The will had a provision that disinherited 
anyone making a claim who was not listed in 
the will. 

A bitter legal battle ensued between Crichton’s 
20-year-old daughter and his fifth wife. His wife 
filed a lawsuit to claim part of Crichton’s estate 
for their son under a loophole in California law. 
She was ultimately successful, but it cost a lot 
of money and stress that would have been 
avoided if Crichton had simply updated his will.

So having a will is not enough. It must reflect 
your wishes correctly and it must be current. 
But it’s quite easy to book an appointment 
with an estate attorney to draft a will or update 
one.

There’s one more pitfall to discuss.
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Ensure you pass on these vital 
elements
There are several elements that your heirs will 
need–or they won’t be able to do anything 
with your estate .

They are:

• Passwords and passcodes to your devices.

• Usernames and passwords to your online 
accounts.

• Access to the devices used for two-factor 
authentication.

• Email accounts.

• Your book files.

• Bank accounts.

• Tax information.

• Your domain(s) and your website(s).

• Your accounts with book retailers.

Ensure that your heirs have access to the 
relevant data and devices and understand the 
processes for using them. You can find a more 
detailed breakdown of this in the ALLi book 
(see below).

And finally
You need safe places for your estate planning 
documents. I recommend at least one safe 
place in your home, preferably a fire-resistant 
safe, and one outside your home, just in case.

Estate planning is a topic many of us push 
aside or save for another day. Unfortunately, 
we can never know when our time is up. 
Creatives spend their lives building a body 
of work, a legacy that should be left to their 
heirs. A bit of preparation and forethought can 
ensure they receive that legacy.

Find out more in The Author Estate Hand-
book: How to Organize Your Affairs and 
Leave a Legacy. ALLi members can down-
load this free from the member zone (navi-
gate to PUBLICATIONS > SHORT GUIDES).
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If you are bequeathing your IP to a rela-
tive or friend, you need to tell them how 
to make the most of your gift

What is an author estate?
Broadly speaking, an estate is all the money 
and property owned by a person, especially 
at death. With authors, the part of the estate 
that contains the copyrights is called a literary 
estate.

There’s a key difference between the estate of 
a typical person and an author. For a typical 
person, the income stops when the person 
dies. But an author creates an estate that is an 
ongoing responsibility. The books can continue 
to generate income, and, in many countries, 
will do so for 70 years after your death. Even 
after that, the estate can still profit from your 
work.

What you are passing to your heirs is a small 
business.

Explain how your author  
portfolio is a small business
Essentially, a business strives to earn a profit. 
And it has expenses and income.

Before you published the books, you probably 
hired editors and cover designers. You also 
paid for website hosting and advertising. 
The books earned income, which had to be 
recorded in accounts and declared to the tax 
authorities.

 
Your heirs need to understand this. They also 
need to understand that the books don’t 
generate income simply by existing.

A book business needs to be kept going, other-
wise the income will reduce to almost nothing 
over time. Books need publicity and advertising 
to continue selling. They also need to be avail-
able in new formats to keep pace with the new 
ways that readers consume books–think of how 
e-books and audiobooks have become pop-
ular formats in recent years. In past decades, a 
publisher might have handled this and sent the 
income to the heirs, but an indie author is their 
own publisher–and authors' heirs need to have 
this explained.

Estate planning for authors:  
what heirs should know
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Where to start
Your author income is complex. Because 
there are many platforms for selling books, 
the average author has many income streams. 
Many may be very small, but might grow over 
time. Your heirs will need to find where the 
income comes from, so they should review the 
last two years of tax documents. 

They might find: 

• E-books, audiobooks and paperbacks at 
many different retailers. 

• E-books, audiobooks and paperbacks direct-
ly on the author's website. 

• Online courses.

There might also be:

• Commission from promoting products and 
services known as affiliate income. 

• Monetized YouTube videos. 

• Payment for consultancy work and speaking 
at events.  

• Income from a Patreon community. 

• Merchandise connected with the books and 
brand.

• Sales of short stories and poetry to literary 
magazines. 

Explain copyright and  
intellectual property
It’s worth helping your heirs to understand 
copyright-essentially how authors make 
money. 

Copyright is the exclusive legal right to repro-
duce, publish, sell or distribute the matter and 
form of something, such as a literary, musical 
or artistic work.

Intellectual property is property (such as an 
idea, invention, or process) that derives from 
the work of the mind or intellect. 

When an author writes a book, they create 
a piece of intellectual property, even if they 
don’t publish it. And they have copyright 
protection the moment they type the words 
on the page. Then, the author can make 
money every time someone buys that book. 
They can earn this income for their life plus 70 
years in many countries. 

A book is not limited to just one format. As 
we’ve seen with the streams of income dis-
cussion, a book can exist in many formats, that 
can all make money, like:

• An e-book.

• A paperback.

• A hardcover.

• A large print edition.

• An audiobook.

If a book is especially successful, there might 
be other opportunities, including:

• A movie.

• A TV show.

• A video game.

• A game show.

• A board game.

• A graphic novel.

If your heirs understand this and are enter-
prising, they can continue promoting and 
publishing your work, and take advantage of 
new opportunities and formats, deriving real 
benefit from the books you created.

If you are planning for your literary estate, 
prepare your heirs by giving them The 
Author Heir Handbook: How to Manage an 
Author Estate and Look After a Legacy. ALLi 
members can download it free from the 
member zone (navigate to PUBLICATIONS > 
SHORT GUIDES).
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A copyright page is a standard element of a 
published book. What should it include? How 
much legal wording do you need and what are 
the key phrases? Here’s a quick guide

The copyright page indicates the copyright 
status of the book and a few other essential 
pieces of information such as the publisher, 
ISBN and cataloging data for librarians. It also 
declares the copyright status with phrases like 
“all rights reserved”, or “Creative Commons 
license”. Traditionally, it’s in the front matter, 
before the text of the book starts, but there is 
now a trend to put it in the back matter of the 
book.

The copyright page doesn’t assert your 
copyright, it is purely for information. Copyright 
is already yours from the moment of creation. 
So its function is to announce that the work is 
under copyright, that you are the owner, and 
that there are conditions for how the work may 
be reproduced or replicated. 

A copyright page has one or more of three 
elements:

• A copyright notice.

• A rights reservation statement.

• A disclaimer.

Elements of a copyright page

1 Copyright notice
This declares to readers that you are the owner 
of the copyright. It has four components:

• The copyright symbol: ©.

• The word “copyright”: Since the copyright 
symbol isn’t recognized in some countries, 
you should reiterate it as a word so that 
there’s no confusion.

• The copyright owner’s name: your name or 
pen name.

• The year of publication: this is the year 
you publish the work, not the year you first 
created it.

Together, this will give you the copyright 
notice, for example:

Copyright, © Orna Ross 2021

2 Rights reservation statement
This statement informs the reader that rights 
are reserved under the copyright notice and 
should be respected. 

The classic statement, which you’ll see in most 
trade publisher’s books, reads: 

All rights reserved. No part of this book may be 
reproduced in any form or by any electronic or 
mechanical means, including information stor-
age and retrieval systems, without permission in 
writing from the publisher and copyright holder, 
except in the case of brief quotations embodied 
in critical articles and reviews.

However, this statement reiterates the rights 
already granted by copyright protection and 
publishing contracts, so some authors now feel 
this is overkill and prefer a shorter formulation. 
Something as simple as the following is 
sufficient:

All rights reserved. 

You will also see: 

All rights reserved. The moral rights of the author 
have been asserted.

The author’s moral rights are a feature of British 
law. Moral rights are the right to claim author-
ship of the work and to object to any mutila-
tion, deformation or other modification of the 
work that would be prejudicial to the author’s 

What should appear  
on a copyright page
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honor or reputation. Different countries have 
different laws—for example, the US and many 
other countries don’t recognize the distinction 
of moral rights.

The Berne Convention of 1886 is an attempt to 
get over these differences. It’s an international 
agreement that mandated several aspects of 
modern copyright law, and was agreed to by 
all countries that are party to the convention 
(51 parties, including the US and UK, to date). 
They agree to mutually recognize the copy-
rights held by each other’s citizens—so the 
convention provides for moral rights.

3 Disclaimer
Disclaimers are not a full protection against 
being sued but they are widely used in book 
publishing. Here are some standard disclaim-
ers, if your book requires one (not all books do).

• For fiction: This is a work of fiction. Any re-
semblance to actual persons, living or dead, 
events, or locales is entirely coincidental.

• For creative nonfiction: This is a work of 
creative nonfiction. Some parts have been 
fictionalized to varying degrees, for various 
purposes, with some names, dates, places, 
events, and details changed, invented and 
altered for literary effect or to protect the 
privacy of the people involved.

• For memoirs: The events and conversations 
in this book are accurate to the best of the 
author’s ability, although some names and 
details have been changed to protect the 
privacy of others.

Copyright notice examples
Here are examples of copyright pages. Some 
are more extensive than others, including 
acknowledgments, editor and designer 
information and ISBNs–the latter is helpful for 
librarians and book retailers who want to order 
different versions of your books.

Copyright 2021 © M.L. Ronn. All rights reserved

Published by Author Level Up LLC.

Version 2.0

Cover Design by Pixelstudio.

Cover Art © jemastock / Depositphotos.

Editing by BZ Hercules.

Special thank you to the following people on Patreon who 
supported this book: Zhade Barnet, Stephen Frans, Michael 
Guishard, Jon Howard, Beth Jackson, Megan Mong, Lynda 
Washington, and Etta Welk.

Some links in this book contain affiliate links. If you 
purchase books and services through these links, I receive 
a small commission at no cost to you. You are under no 
obligation to use these links, but thank you if you do!

For more helpful writing tips and advice, subscribe to the 
Author Level Up YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/
authorlevelup.
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On the ALLi blog this quarter, we’ve  
continued to bring you in-depth and  
‘ultimate’ guide posts full of tips, strate-
gies and real-life member case studies. 
We cover niche topics relevant to every 
level of your author business from 
newbie to seasoned pro as well as guides 
on solving tricky problems. ALLi blog 
manager Sacha Black gives a taster

Business topics 

The ultimate guide to multiple 
streams of income
“Multiple streams of income” is a buzzword these 
days. But more than that, it’s a business model, 
a mindset and the best way to ensure a sustain-
able income from your writing and publishing, 
a model that ALLi endorses to safeguard your 
business and financial health. Learn more about 
creating, managing and sustaining multiple 
streams of income in this article.

selfpublishingadvice.org/the-authors-
ultimate-guide-to-multiple-streams-of-
income/ 

The ultimate guide to estate plan-
ning for authors
You'll find this piece on page 42 of the magazine, 
but if you prefer to access it on the blog, keep 
reading. Estate planning is complicated when 
you’re an author because you have intellectual 
property and a business that needs attention. 
This is why having a will is important to ensure 
your IP rights are inherited by the people you 
choose. In a two-part post, ALLi examines how to 

prepare a will and how to ensure your heirs are 
set up to benefit from your IP once you’re gone. 

Part one for authors here:

selfpublishingadvice.org/the-ultimate-
guide-to-estate-planning-for-authors-
part-1-the-author/ 

Part two for heirs here:

selfpublishingadvice.org/the-ultimate-
guide-to-estate-planning-for-authors-
part-2-the-heir-and-inheriting-intellectu-
al-property-rights/ 

The three kinds of author
ALLi distinguishes between three types of 
author: self-publishers, indie authors and author-
preneurs. What’s the difference? A number of 
factors—the author’s reasons for self-publishing, 
and their attitude to readers and the business of 
author publishing. We use these distinctions so 
we can find out how to best serve them. Find out 
more about the definitions here:

selfpublishingadvice.org/
three-kinds-of-self-publishing-author/ 

10 years as indie authors
If you want a long-term career as an author, this 
article is for you. We talk to ALLi members who’ve 
been in this business for 10 or more years. We ask 
them how they rode the highs and lows of being 
an indie author, how they create sustainable 
income and how they keep up with market 
pressures and the need to pivot. 

selfpublishingadvice.org/ten-years-of-indie-
author-business-how-to-create-a-sustain-
able-business/ 

Helping you do  
your thing: the  
Self-Publishing 
Advice blog
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Publishing topics

The ultimate guide to formatting 
your print book
Once the book is done, you breathe a sigh of 
relief… until you realize there’s a whole heap of 
formatting to do. How do you go from edited 
manuscript to actual print book? Here’s our 
guide.

selfpublishingadvice.org/the-ultimate-
guide-to-formatting-your-print-book/ 

Creating your copyright page
Again, you'll have seen this piece on page 47 but 
you can also access it on the blog. What exactly 
should go on a copyright page? How much 
legal wording do you need and what are the key 
phrases? Find out here. 

selfpublishingadvice.org/creative-self-
publishing-creating-your-copyright-page-a-
guide-for-indie-authors/ 

Self-publishing predictions for 
the next 10 years
In ALLi, we like to future-gaze. None more so 
than our founder, Orna Ross. Here, Orna identifies 
the trends that will power self-publishing, change 
the face of the industry and impact authors in 
the coming decade. If you haven't already read 
it on page 26 of this issue, access it on the blog 
here

selfpublishingadvice.org/predictions2020s/ 

Marketing topics

What sells books in 2022: your author 
website
An author website is a staple of indie business. 
Although building and launching one can feel 
overwhelming, it’s the cornerstone of your author 
brand and book marketing. And if you’re not a 
web expert, you might not realise how hard it 
could work for you. That’s what we discuss in this 
post. 

selfpublishingadvice.org/
author-website-2/ 

The ultimate guide to book fairs for 
indie authors
ALLi launched at London Book Fair in 2012. This 
year, we returned to celebrate our 10th birth-
day. Book fairs are big business and an amaz-
ing opportunity for authors to network, make 
friends and find businesses to collaborate with. 
ALLi examines how authors can maximize their 
time at book fairs.

selfpublishingadvice.org/
book-fairs-for-indie-authors/ 

Industry topics
As part of ALLi’s birthday celebrations, we delved 
back into the history of self-publishing, and, of 
course, ALLi. We also asked members what they 
would tell their younger pre-published selves. 
Read it here:

selfpublishingadvice.org/
the-history-of-self-publishing/ 

And here: selfpublishingadvice.org/
ten-years-of-self-publishing-2012-to-2022/ 

 
Thank you
Producing daily and weekly posts on the 
blog truly is a team effort. We’re always 
grateful and appreciative to the dozens 
of members who give us quotes, case 
studies and examples because you 
help to take our guides to the next level. 
Thanks this quarter to the ALLi members 
and partners who regularly contribute to 
posts, in particular, Dave Chesson, Seeley 
James, Sara Rosett, Golden Angel, Heide 
Goody, Iain Grant, Dan Parsons, Michael 
LaRonn, and Pauline Wiles.

If there’s a topic you’d like us to cover  
in an ultimate guide, email ALLi’s blog  
manager Sacha Black sacha@alliancein-
dependentauthors.org 

Sacha Black writes writing-craft books and young 
adult sapphic novels. She edits the Self-Publishing 
Advice Center blog and manages the Self-Pub-
lishing Advice conference. Find her at her website 
sachablack.co.uk and on Instagram  
@sachablackauthor. 
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Advanced Self-Publishing  
Podcast with Orna Ross and 
Joanna Penn

Top tips, tools and trends for running a suc-
cessful author business with ALLi director Orna 
Ross and ALLi business advisor Joanna Penn, 
for those who know how to self-publish and 
want to expand their income and influence.

Find all the Advanced Self-Publishing podcasts 
here: allianceindependentauthors.org/
advanced-salon/

Recent highlight:
Endings, transitions, and new beginnings: the 
indie author’s life is full of creative transitions 
and transformations, which means closing one 
phase and beginning another. In this session, 
Orna and Joanna discuss their current tran-
sitions, lessons learned from years of growth, 
and the projects and approaches they left 
behind along the way.

selfpublishingadvice.org/transitions/

Members’ Q&A with Orna Ross 
and Michael La Ronn

Answers to members’ current self-publishing 
queries with ALLi director Orna Ross and ALLi 
partner liaison and US ambassador Michael La 
Ronn. All are welcome to listen and learn, but 
only ALLi members can submit questions.

Find all the Members’ Q&A podcasts here: 
allianceindependentauthors.org/
membersqa/

Recent highlight:
Writing in multiple genres–how do you do 
that?

Other questions in this episode:

• How can I find a reputable translator?

• What is the best way to get free editorial 
reviews for my book?

• When setting up an account at a retailer 
like Amazon, should I use my real name or 
a pen name identity?

• In my historical crime fiction series, should 
I use the metric or imperial system in my 
descriptions? Which one will most engage 
readers?

selfpublishingadvice.org/
write-in-multiple-genres/

Direct to your ears: 
recent AskALLi   
advice podcasts
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Foundational Self-Publishing 
with Orna Ross and Dan Parsons

Each episode, ALLi director Orna Ross and 
ALLi’s book production manager Dan Parsons 
discuss a theme that’s important to indie 
authors at all levels.

Find all the Foundational Self-Publishing 
podcasts here:  
allianceindependentauthors.org/
foundational-self-publishing-podcast/

Recent highlight:
Free ways to grow an author platform. What 
is an author platform? How do you build one 
if you’re setting out as an indie author? Orna 
and Dan outline the fundamental pillars for an 
author platform that will spread your message 
and sell your books without spending a for-
tune on advertising.

selfpublishingadvice.org/
free-author-platform/

Self-Publishing News podcast: 
Dan Holloway and Howard Lovy

ALLi news editor Dan Holloway and multime-
dia manager Howard Lovy bring you the latest 
in indie publishing news and commentary.

Find all the Self-Publishing News podcasts 
here: allianceindependentauthors.org/
self-publishing-news/

Recent highlight:
Book bans versus hate literature—librarians 
caught in the middle. Librarians are accusing 
the Hoopla platform of distributing antisemitic 
and other conspiracy theory books, including 
Holocaust denial titles. But where is the line 
between “banning” books and establishing 
standards?

Also, as the Society of Authors releases a 
report slamming all hybrid publishing services, 
Howard and Dan ask: do they all deserve to be 
tarred with the same brush?

selfpublishingadvice.org/book-bans/

 

 

 

Our #AskALLi advice sessions are broadcast first as video livestreams  
each Tuesday, on Facebook, YouTube and in the ALLi member forum. The podcast is 
released on the ALLi blog each Friday at 1pm UK time, with full transcript and shownotes.

Catch the latest episodes at: Self-PublishingAdvice.org/category/podcast-video/

We are currently on a production break, resuming in video on Tuesday 6 September and 
audio Friday 9 September. Subscribe in your favorite podcast player to download new 
episodes automatically. Or sign up for an email whenever new episodes go live at allian-
ceindependentauthors.org/askalli-podcast/
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Tune in to our fortnightly podcast inter-
views with ALLi author and author-pre-
neur members who are publishing their 
own books, their own way. Each week an 
innovative author explores their motiva-
tions and inspirations with Howard Lovy, 
ALLi’s news and podcast 
producer. Here are 
highlights from recent 
interviews

Ivan Wainewright
Ivan Wainewright’s second 
book, The Other Times of Caroline Tangent, 
recently won the fiction category in the 2022 
Selfies Awards, which acknowledge the best 
UK self-published books of the year. When the 
winners were announced at the London Book 
Fair in April, Ivan was so surprised that he had 
to run across the hall to the ALLi stand to fetch 
his book. But as we’ll hear in this episode, he’s 
been preparing to write this story for most of 
his life.

“This idea just sprung into my mind. What if 
you invent a time machine to go back and see 
the gigs you wanted to see?” he said. “Immedi-
ately, all these other small ideas started swirling 
in my mind. I must have spent about two 
hours googling and searching on the web and 
looking at Amazon and Waterstones, desper-
ately trying to find out if the concept had been 
done before. As far as I could tell, it hadn’t, so I 
said to myself, ‘You’ve got to write it.’”

Dharma Kelleher 
Dharma Kelleher is a 
trans writer who believes 
it is important, especially 
in these troubled times, to 
portray trans characters as 
just as human as everybody 
else. Since her childhood in Georgia, USA, 
Dharma has known what it is like to be mar-
ginalized. Today, she has a great deal to teach 
about empowerment through her fiction and 
nonfiction.

“I wanted to write a story from the point of 
view of a trans character,” Dharma says. “I didn’t 
want it to be a transition story or a coming-
out-of-the-closet story. I didn’t want it to be 
focusing on surgeries or hormones or anything 
like that. I wanted a crime fiction story where 
the character was trans.”

Tessa Buckley
Tessa Buckley had a  
successful career working 
with architects and design-
ers until she developed 
multiple sclerosis and had  
to rethink everything 
about her life. This led to a 
brand-new writing career. Today, she writes 
middle-grade adventure stories and, she  
says, there’s no better time to be a disabled 
author.

“Publishers and agents are making a big push 
at the moment to look for diverse authors. And 
one of the areas of diversity they haven’t really 
covered in the past is disabled authors,” she 
says. “There are still, of course, a lot of problems 
… accessibility problems with various literary 

Tell us your  
backstory:  
Inspirational Indie  
Authors podcast
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festivals … but people on the whole are a lot 
more understanding than they were in the 
past.”

Kelly Chang Rickert
Kelly Chang Rickert is a family law attorney 
in California who is often 
asked to comment on 
high-profile celebrity 
divorce cases. But Kelly has 
seen how the public airing 
of dirty laundry and couples 
who cannot get past their 
disagreements can only 
have a negative impact on children. That’s why 
she started writing books for divorcing parents 
and their children to read together.

“For as long as I remember, I’ve always wanted 
people to be more amicable toward each 
other, at least on behalf of their children,” 
Rickert says. 

Jennifer Helfand
Jennifer Helfand writes under the pen name 
Jordana Chana Mayim. Jennifer specializes 
in writing stories for children and adults 
about people who don’t 
quite fit in, who long for 
something more in their 
lives. It’s a subject she knows 
well because she spent a 
childhood not fitting in, until 
she found travel, writing and 
indie publishing. Jennifer 
hopes her books help others find where they 
can fit in, too.

“Certainly I hope my books help people 

struggling with depression, but also people 
who question, ‘Why is it like this?’ and ‘How can 
we make it better and different?’” Helfand says.

Julie Bonn Blank
Julie Bonn Blank suffered from domestic 
abuse during her first marriage, and now uses 
that experience to help others through the 
pain and recovery of abuse and human traf-
ficking. Her indie publishing journey is part of 
her overall mission to show 
victims the way to a better 
life.

"My identity is not where 
I've been. My identity is the 
future, and where I'm going. 
I tell the ladies that I work 
with that abuse will always 
be a part of their story. It's not their fault. But 
it is their responsibility to heal and it's their 
responsibility to take that healing wherever 
they are called to go with it."

Howard Lovy is news and podcast producer for 
ALLi. He is also a journalist, book editor, podcaster 
and memoirist. He is the former executive editor of 
Foreword Reviews. Find his website here and tweet 
him at @Howard_Lovy
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It’s your content. We just 
help you do more with it.
• Stunning print books and

ebooks from one platform

• Distribution to 39,000+ retailers
and libraries worldwide and
20+ major online retailers

• Publisher education through
online courses, a podcast, and
weekly blogs

Publish Like a Pro
with

Exclusive Offer for ALLi Members
Receive FREE title setup and FREE revisions 

when you use the ALLi member promo code 
at the time of setup or when requesting a revision

http://www.ingramspark.com
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World-class advisors
Weekly podcast 

Weekly advice bulletin
Quarterly magazine

Bi-annual online conference
Legal and contract guidance

Translation, TV and film rights guidance
Industry networking and contacts

Watchdog desk
Code of standards

Code of ethics and excellence
Approved services directory

Searchable services database
Member affiliate earnings

Successful Self-Publishing guidebook series
Easily downloadable resources

Lively member forums
Run by authors for authors

Campaigning for indie authors
Member showcase

Member discounts and deals

ALLi authors are everywhere and we  
support independent author-publishing worldwide

www.allianceindependentauthors.org
The Alliance of Independent Authors: a non-profit association for self-publishing writers 
Alliance of Independent Authors, Freeword Centre, 60 Farringdon Rd, London EC1G 2RA

21 benefits of  
ALLi membership

http://www.allianceindependentauthors.org
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